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Abstract
Data is critical for scientific research and engineering systems. However, data collection
procedures are often subject to high cost or heavy loss rate. It is challenging to accurately
estimate missing or unobserved data points through the available ones. To cope with this
challenge, data interpolation methods have been utilized to approximate the missing data
with lower price.
In this thesis, we study three specific problems on missing data interpolation in computer
networking. They are 1) Autonomous System (AS) level path inference problem, 2) en-
vironment reconstruction problem in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and 3) rating of
network paths inference problem.
For the first problem, we bring a new angle to the AS path inference by exploiting the
metrical tree-likeness or the low hyperbolicity of the Internet, part of the complex network
properties of the Internet. We show that such property can generate a new constraint that
narrows down the searching space of possible AS paths to a much smaller size. Based on
this observation, we propose two new algorithms, namely HyperPath and Valley-free Hy-
perPath. With intensive evaluations on AS paths from real-world BGP Routing Information
Bases, we show that the proposed algorithms can achieve better performance. We demon-
strate that our algorithms can significantly reduce inter-AS traffic for P2P applications with
an improved AS path prediction accuracy.
For the second problem, we propose a new approach, namely Probabilistic Model En-
hanced Spatio-Temporal Compressive Sensing (PMEST-CS), to boost the performance of
CS-based methods for environment reconstruction in WSNs. During algorithm design, we
consider two new perspectives, which are exploiting the sparsity in spatio-temporal differ-
ence in environment and using probabilistic model and inference to enrich the available
dataset. Experimental results utilizing the two real-world datasets show that significant per-
formance gains, in terms of reconstruction quality, can be obtained in comparison with the
state of the art CS-based methods.
For the third problem, we investigate the rating of network paths, which is not only infor-
mative but also cheap to obtain. We firstly address the scalable acquisition of path ratings
by statistical inference. By observing similarities to recommender systems, we examine
the applicability of solutions to recommender system and show that our inference problem
can be solved by a class of matrix factorization techniques. Then, we investigate the us-
ability of rating-based network measurement and inference in applications. A case study
IV
is performed on whether locality awareness can be achieved for overlay networks of Pastry
and BitTorrent using inferred ratings. We show that such coarse-grained knowledge can
improve the performance of peer selection and that finer granularities do not always lead to
larger improvements.
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In computer networking, we measure and collect data for the desirable information behind.
In this thesis, the information can be about the characteristics of surrounding environment,
such as temperature or light intensity, obtained through Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs),
or about the characteristics of the communication system, such as hop count distance, la-
tency or bandwidth between end-systems in the Internet. Provided the data collected by
WSNs, scientist have conducted a variety of insightful research work [3–7]. Provided the
data about the end-to-end connection quality in the Internet, Peer to Peer (P2P) system or
Content Delivery Network (CDN) can perform more efficient server selection and, there-
fore, reduce download time and inter-domain traffic volume.
However, data collection of above mentioned characteristics can be costly and, sometimes
even, impossible. During the data collection in WSNs, it cost energy for sensors to do
measurement and data delivery. If congestions or packet loss happened or sensor hardware
was damaged, the measurement would fail to reach the sink node and lost. To gather the
latency or bandwidth data of certain end-to-end connection, active measurements, such as
traceroute, has to be initiated in the source node. Active probing always introduces extra
overhead to the infrastructure. When there are a large number of clients in the system, it
become formidable to collect the data on the connection quality between all pairs of end
system with active measurements.
To cope with the high cost for data collection in computer networking, data interpola-
tion methods has been utilized to approximate the missing data with a much cheaper price.
Given a number of data point obtained by sampling or experimentation, data interpolation
methods estimate the value for an intermediate value of the independent variable. Specific
techniques include curve fitting and regression analysis. Traditional interpolation methods
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is based on the assumption that the data is generated by a hidden function, whose close
approximations can be obtained by data fitting. Then the approximation function is used to
interpolate the missing value given a input of the value of the function variable. However,
for the above mentioned data collection problem in computer networking, it is not straight-
forward to find such a hidden function to approximate. The measurements of a single sensor
in a WSNs can be generated by a hidden function where the variable is the time when mea-
surements take place. But this kind of interpolation works poorly, especially when a great
percentage of readings are missing.
In this thesis, we propose novel data interpolation methods for estimating the sensor
readings data in WSNs, Autonomous System Level hop counts distance data and latency
and bandwidth data in the Internet.
1.1.1 AS Path Inference
The Internet is actually a network of Autonomous Systems (ASes). Each AS is owned and
administered by the same organization and adheres to a single and clearly defined routing
policy. AS Number (ASN) is a globally unique identifier for every AS [8]. As a result, one
possible way to describe the path taken by data packets delivered in the Internet would be a
series of ASNs, which is referred as AS path.
The knowledge of the actual inter-domain routing path or AS path between arbitrary pairs
of end hosts is essential for network operators and researchers to detect and diagnose prob-
lems, study routing protocol behavior, characterize end-to-end paths through the Internet
and optimize network performance [9]. Moreover, being aware of AS paths is beneficial for
numerous network applications [10–16]
Although AS paths are of great value for many network applications, there is no oracle
that can tell the AS paths between arbitrary pairs of end systems. BGP routing tables col-
lected from vantage ASes can reveal a small portion of actual AS paths. But the number
of ASes that support publicly direct access is very limited. To the best of our knowledge,
only hundreds (out of totally around 47,000) ASes on the Internet can support remote ac-
cess and routing information viewing [17–20]. Another way to obtain AS paths is active
probing (e.g.,traceroute, iPlane [21] and iPlane Nano [22]). However, besides the direct
access requirement, these active probing approaches have to deal with other issues, such
as mapping between IP address to ASN, blocking from ISPs and additional overload to the
infrastructure.
In Chapter 2, we introduce two new data interpolation methods for AS path inference by
exploiting the underlying geometry of the Internet.
3 1.1 The Problem
1.1.2 Environment Reconstruction in WSNs
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are able to monitor the environment of interest in much
higher frequency and resolution. WSNs [3–7] have been used to collect various kinds of
data, ranging from the temperature in forest to the marine pollution level in ocean. However,
due to hardware damage, low battery level and/or poor condition in WSN communication,
data collected by WSN often contains considerable percentage of missing readings. To
interpolate the original measurements from raw (incomplete) data in WSNs, environment
reconstruction [23] methods have been proposed.
In Chapter 3, we extends the state of the art environment reconstruction method by ex-
ploiting the spatio-temporal feature in WSNs and additional information obtained from
probabilistic model of WSNs.
1.1.3 Rating of Network Paths Inference
Network measurement is a fundamental problem in the heart of the networking research.
Over the years, various tools have been developed to acquire path properties such as round-
trip time (RTT), available bandwidth (ABW) and packet loss rate, etc [24].
A practical issue of network measurement is the efficient acquisition on large networks.
While cheap for a single path, it is still infeasible to rate all paths in a network by active
probing due to the quadratic complexity. The scalability issue has been successfully ad-
dressed by statistical inference that measures a few paths and predicts the properties of the
other paths where no direct measurements are made [25–33]. Inspired by these studies, a
particular focus of this chapter is network inference of ratings: how ratings of network
paths can be accurately predicted. Although coarse-grained, ordinal ratings are appealing
for the following reasons:
• Ratings carry sufficient information that already fulfills the requirements of many
applications.
• Ratings are rough measures that are cheaper to obtain than exact property values.
• Ratings can be encoded in a few bits, saving storage and transmission costs.
In Chapter 4, we investigate the rating of network paths and answer the following two
questions: 1) whether the inference of ratings is accurate enough to be exploited by appli-
cations and 2) how to determine a proper granularity.
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1.2 Dissertation Contributions
1.2.1 Improving AS Path Inference Accuracy
In Chapter 2, we study the AS path inference problem from a complex network’s point of
view.
In particular, we focus on exploring a key and intrinsic geometrical characteristic of com-
plex networks, namely hyperbolicity or metrical tree-likeness. Roughly speaking, hyperbol-
icity measures the extent to which a graph resembles a tree from the metric’s point of view.
The key rationale for considering hyperbolicity for the AS path inference problem is that an
AS system can be regarded as a complex network (i.e., a network of networks) and many
complex networks (e.g., web graphs, collaboration networks, social networks and biological
networks) have been empirically shown to have a low hyperbolicity or be metrically tree-
like. By exploiting the property of hyperbolicity, we design an efficient AS path inference
scheme.
Specifically, we make the following contributions:
• We conduct intensive empirical study with AS paths extracted from BGP control
plane data to understand the extent to which actual AS paths exhibit metrical tree-
likeness.
• We propose HyperPath and Valley-free HyperPath, two novel AS path inference al-
gorithms which consider the impact of underlying geometric structure on the actual
AS paths. To show the performance of the new methods, we implement two state-of-
the-art benchmark methods, namely AS relationships based inference method [9] and
KnownPath method [34], and compare them with the new algorithms.
• Experiments with ground truth AS paths show that our methods can be highly com-
petitive when AS path is short and achieve significant performance gain when AS
path is long with much less computation time and information. Moreover, while the
benchmark techniques based on valley-free property frequently fail to work when ac-
tual AS paths are with 6 hops or more, the new inference algorithms can still achieve
impressive prediction accuracy.
• We show that the improvement of AS path prediction accuracy by our methods can
reduce inter-AS traffic on BitTorrent network [35].
5 1.2 Dissertation Contributions
1.2.2 Improving Environment Reconstruction Accuracy in Sensor Network
In Chapter 3, we extends the state of the art environment reconstruction method by exploit-
ing the spatio-temporal feature in WSNs and additional information obtained from proba-
bilistic model of WSNs.
Different kinds of prior knowledge have been exploited in existing solutions to optimize
the speed and accuracy of signal reconstruction. A recent proposal — Compressive Sensing
(CS [36]) exploits sparsity for efficient reconstruction and has become a key technique
in today’s signal processing systems. It can be adapted in WSN since the measurement
matrices also have sparse structure in their singular values, but a straightforward adaptation
is not enough. Studies have observed that many natural signals have features in addition
to sparsity, e.g., structure [37], clustering property in image [38], etc. A recent research
in WSN (ESTI-CS [39]) exploits strong time stability and spatial correlation together with
sparsity to improve the accuracy of reconstruction. However, we show that by exploiting
more features we can further improve the performance of reconstruction in WSNs.
In Chapter 3, we propose Probabilistic Model Enhanced Spatio-Temporal Compressive
Sensing (PMEST-CS) that extends ESTI-CS by utilizing two kinds of prior knowledge: 1)
with analysis on real datasets, we show that the spatio-temporal feature of WSN data is
sparse and can be exploited further, and 2) we find that statistical inference on the proba-
bilistic model can provide us a rough guess with a confidence level on the missing readings
which can enhance the overall accuracy.
We also realized that the probabilistic model is a critical component in our solution.
Therefore, we design a tree based Markov Random Field (MRF) that takes both temporal
and spatial correlation of environment into consideration. Furthermore, we train the MRF
from WSN data to improve model quality. One challenge raised here is that standard learn-
ing scheme cannot scale when the feeding WSN data is incomplete. Therefore, we also
propose a new algorithm that can build a qualified MRF out of highly incomplete data.
Specifically, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a new compressive sensing optimization problem which exploits the spar-
sity in the spatio-temporal difference and leverages prior knowledge from a proba-
bilistic model.
• To overcome the limitations of existing probabilistic models, we design an MRF
model which incorporates both spatial and temporal correlation in the environment.
To cope with the highly incomplete data in WSNs, we propose a new learning algo-
rithm for MRF. Our evaluation results show that the proposed learning algorithm can
generate highly effective MRF models from data even with 60% of missing readings.
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• We perform intensive quantitative analysis to show that our solution can outperform
the state of the art approach (ESTI-CS) by 30% in terms of accuracy.
1.2.3 Improving Locality-Awareness in Overlay Network Construction and
Routing
In Chapter 4, we investigate the rating of network paths and answer the following two ques-
tions: 1) whether the inference of ratings is accurate enough to be exploited by applications
and 2) how to determine a proper granularity.
An interesting observation is that the inference problem resembles the problem of rec-
ommender systems which studies the prediction of preferences of users to items [40]. If we
consider a path property as a “friendship” measure between end nodes, then intelligent peer
selection can be viewed as a “friend” recommendation task. This seemingly trivial connec-
tion has the great benefit to leverage the rapid progresses in machine learning and investigate
the applicability of various solutions to recommender systems for network inference.
Another practical issue on rating-based network measurement is the usability in appli-
cations. Two questions need to be answered, the first of which is whether the inference
of ratings is accurate enough to be exploited by applications and the second of which is
how to determine a proper granularity. While a coarser granularity means rougher and
thus cheaper measurement, it also means more information losses which may hurt the per-
formance of applications. Answers to these questions are critical in the design of system
architecture, particularly for P2P applications where the knowledge of locality plays an
important role [35, 41, 42].
Thus, we answer these two questions by investigating quantitatively the impacts of both
the inaccuracy of the inference and the granularity. For the case study, we consider locality-
aware overlay construction and routing where locality refers to the proximity between net-
work nodes according to some path property such as RTT or ABW. More specifically, we
performed the study on Pastry [42] and BitTorrent [35], which are typical structured and un-
structured overlay networks and are known to enjoy the property of locality awareness, and
evaluated the performance of overlay construction and routing, with the knowledge of lo-
cality obtained via network inference of ratings. Our studies show that while the knowledge
of inferred ratings can improve the performance of peer selection, finer granularities do not
always lead to larger improvements. For example, our simulations on various datasets show
that the performance of peer selection improves very little when the rating level reaches 24.
Specifically, we make the following contributions:
• We investigate the rating-based network measurement that acquires quantized path
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properties represented by ordinal numbers. Such representation not only is informa-
tive but also reduces measurement, storage and transmission costs.
• We investigate the scalable acquisition of ratings by network inference. We highlight
similarities between network inference and recommender systems and examine the
applicability of solutions from this latter domain to network inference. In particular,
we show that our inference problem can be solved by a class of matrix factorization
techniques.
• We perform a case study on locality-aware overlay construction and routing to
demonstrate the usability of rating-based network measurement and inference in P2P
applications.
1.3 Dissertation Overview
This thesis contains part of the content of the following published and submitted papers.
• Narisu Tao, Xu Chen, Xiaoming Fu, AS Path Inference from Complex Network Per-
spective. IFIP Networking 2015, May 2015.
• Narisu Tao, Xu Chen, Farshid Hassani Bijarbooneh, Wei Du, Edith Ngai, Xiaom-
ing Fu, Probabilistic Model Enhanced Compressive Sensing for Environment Recon-
struction in Sensor Networks. INFOCOM 2016, April 2016. (under submission)
• Wei Du, Yongjun Liao, Narisu Tao, Pierre Geurts, Xiaoming Fu, Guy Leduc, Rating
Network Paths for Locality-Aware Overlay Construction and Routing. IEEE/ACM
Transactions on Networking, July 2014.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 1 provides an
overview of this thesis: introducing the problem and the challenges and stating the con-
tributions and the structure of this thesis. Chapter 2, based on our first publication as
mentioned above, describes our work on improving the AS path inference accuracy by
exploiting the metric tree-likeness of AS level topology of the Internet. Chapter 3, based
on our second submitted paper as mentioned above, describes our work on improving the
environment reconstruction in WSN with probabilistic model enhanced compressive sens-
ing approach. Chapter 4, based on our third publication as mentioned above, describes our
work on improving the locality awareness of structured and unstructured overlay network
with matrix completion approach. Chapter 5 summarizes this thesis.

Chapter2
AS Path Inference from Complex Network
Perspective
AS-level end-to-end paths are of great value for ISPs and a variety of network applications.
Although tools like traceroute may reveal AS paths, they require the permission to access
source hosts and introduce additional probing traffic, which is not feasible in many applica-
tions. In contrast, AS path inference based on BGP control plane data and AS relationship
information is a more practical and cost-effective approach. However, this approach suffers
from a limited accuracy and high traffic, especially when AS paths are long.
In this chapter, we bring a new angle to the AS path inference problem by exploiting the
metrical tree-likeness or low hyperbolicity of the Internet, part of the complex network
properties of the Internet. We show that such property can generate a new constraint that
narrows down the searching space of possible AS paths to a much smaller size. Based on
this observation, we propose two new AS path inference algorithms, namely HyperPath
and Valley-free HyperPath. With intensive evaluations on AS paths from real-world BGP
Routing Information Bases, we show that the proposed new algorithms can achieve
superior performance, in particular, when AS paths are long paths. We demonstrate that
our algorithms can significantly reduce inter-AS traffic for P2P applications with an
improved AS path prediction accuracy.
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2.1 Introduction
As a network of networks, the Internet infrastructure consists of tens of thousands of net-
works or Autonomous Systems (ASes). Each AS, as a part of the Internet, is owned and
administered by the same organization and adheres to a single and clearly defined routing
policy. AS Number (ASN) is a globally unique identifier for every AS [8]. AS path is a
series of ASNs, representing the route taken by data packets sent from one AS to a cer-
tain network and originally exchanged by neighboring ASes to avoid loops in inter-domain
routing.
The knowledge of the actual AS path between arbitrary pairs of end hosts directly reflects
the topological property of the connection. Therefore it is essential for network operators
and researchers to detect and diagnose problems, study routing protocol behavior, character-
ize end-to-end paths through the Internet and optimize network performance [9]. Moreover,
many network applications can benefit from being aware of AS paths. For example, it has
been shown that most bottleneck links are more likely to appear in the access network or on
the links between ISPs, rather than in the backbones of the ISPs [10]. Therefore, preferring
the peers or servers with a shorter AS path can reduce chances of having bottlenecks in the
path and, in turn, improve performance of applications (e.g., P2P), reduce the inter-domain
traffic and lower cost for ISPs. With this motivation, J. Li and K. Sollins have proposed
a structured P2P network, in which AS hop counts are used to filter out unlikely candi-
dates [11]. This proposed system significantly reduces network traffic while maintaining
fast lookups. As another example, AS path information has been leveraged for improving
QoS of the VoIP service (e.g., Skype) [12]. In addition, AS path information has also been
used for network delay estimation [13], cache deployment in Content Delivery Networks
(CDNs) [14] and assessment of Internet routing resilience to failures and attacks [15, 16].
Although AS paths are of great value for many network applications, how to obtain such
information is still a challenging issue. Collecting the BGP routing tables directly is im-
practical, since the number of ASes that support public direct access is very limited. To the
best of our knowledge, only hundreds (out of totally around 47,000) ASes on the Internet
can support remote access and routing information viewing [17–20]. Another way to obtain
AS paths is active probing (e.g.,traceroute, iPlane [21] and iPlane Nano [22]). However, be-
sides the direct access requirement, these active probing approaches have to deal with other
issues, such as mapping between IP address to ASN, blocking from ISPs and additional
overload to the infrastructure. A more practically-relevant and cost-effective approach is to
estimate the AS paths by inference techniques based on BGP control plane data and AS re-
lationship information [9,34]. However, traditional inference-based approaches suffer from
limited accuracy, especially when AS paths are long.
In this chapter, we study the AS path inference problem from a complex network’s point
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of view. In particular, we focus on exploring a key and intrinsic geometrical characteristic
of complex networks, namely hyperbolicity or metrical tree-likeness. Roughly speaking,
hyperbolicity measures the extent to which a graph resembles a tree from the metric’s point
of view. The key rationale for considering hyperbolicity for the AS path inference problem
is that an AS system can be regarded as a complex network (i.e., a network of networks)
and many complex networks (e.g., web graphs, collaboration networks, social networks
and biological networks) have been empirically shown to have a low hyperbolicity or be
metrically tree-like.
In this chapter, we leverage the property of hyperbolicity to design an efficient AS path
inference scheme. To this end, we address the following main challenges:
• AS path inference problem is complicated by the fact that information collected from
the current routing system is highly incomplete [43].
• Hyperbolicity is only studied under the shortest path distance metric of graph models
of communication networks [44–47]. However, due to the policy-based inter-domain
routing, actual AS path is not necessarily the shortest path and usually longer than
the shortest path [48]. With the actual AS path hop count as the distance function,
whether the AS-level Internet still exhibits metrical tree-likeness and to which extent
it follows remain open questions.
• If the actual AS paths respect the underlying geometry of the Internet, how can we
leverage this fact to improve AS path inference technique?
To tackle the above-mentioned challenges, we first conduct intensive empirical study
with AS paths extracted from BGP control plane data to understand the extent to which
actual AS paths exhibit metrical tree-likeness. Then we propose HyperPath and Valley-free
HyperPath, two novel AS path inference algorithms which consider the impact of under-
lying geometric structure on the actual AS paths. To show the performance of the new
methods, we implement two state-of-the-art benchmark methods, namely AS relationships
based inference method [9] and KnownPath method [34], and compare them with the new
algorithms. Experiments with ground truth AS paths show that our methods can be highly
competitive when AS path is short and achieve significant performance gain when AS path
is long with much less computation time and information. Moreover, while the benchmark
techniques based on valley-free property frequently fail to work when actual AS paths are
with 6 hops or more, the new inference algorithms can still achieve impressive prediction
accuracy. We also show that the improvement of AS path prediction accuracy by our meth-
ods can reduce inter-AS traffic on BitTorrent network [35].
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we introduce related
work. In Section 2.3, we introduce the concept of δ -hyperbolicity of graphs and illustrate
with synthetic network models. In Section 2.4, we conduct empirical study to understand
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the impact of underlying geometry of the Internet on AS path and propose new algorithms.
In Section 2.5 we evaluate the new methods and conclude the chapter in Section 2.6.
2.2 Related Work
Active probing from an end host in a source AS can reveal the AS path. By running tracer-
oute, a series of IP addresses of router interfaces would be obtained. Mapping these IP
addresses into ASNs can give us a raw AS path. After removing the repeatedly occurring
ASNs, the AS path can be finally generated. Although active probing can deliver accurate
AS path, it can be problematic in practice. Firstly, traceroute can be blocked by ISPs for
security consideration. Secondly, the mapping from IP address to AS number is not always
accurate. Thirdly, it introduces additional measurement overhead into the infrastructure.
Finally, the biggest problem is that it requires direct access to the end host in the source AS,
which is usually hard to achieve.
To deal with the lack to direct access of active probing method, a plethora of different
techniques have been proposed for inferring AS path. The most straightforward way is to
run the shortest path algorithm, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm, on the AS topology generated
from BGP routing information as an approximation [11]. However, due to the inflation of
AS paths, this method cannot provide high accuracy [48].
Later, AS relationships were introduced to design better AS path inference methods [9,
34, 49]. Specifically, AS relationships between two connected ASes can be classified into
the following three types: customer to provider (c2p), peer to peer (p2p) or sibling to sibling
(s2s). In a c2p relationship, the customer pays the provider to obtain transit service through
the provider’s network, while, in a p2p relationship, it is assumed that two peering ASes
share the deployment and maintenance cost for the connecting link. Siblings are peering
ASes that generally have a mutual transit agreement, i.e., merging ISPs.
Gao et al. [50] pointed out that patterns of AS path should follow, the so called, valley-
free property. The valley-free property stems from the fact that ASes don’t want to be used
as a transit. Gao et al. characterize a path as downhill (uphill) if it only contains p2c or s2s
links (c2p or s2s links) and any valid (valley-free) path must match one of the following
patterns [50]:
• An uphill path;
• A downhill path;
• An uphill segment followed by a downhill segment;
• An uphill segment followed by a p2p link;
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• A p2p link followed by a downhill segment;
• An uphill segment followed by a p2p link, followed by a downhill segment.
Mao et al. proposed one of the first methods to infer arbitrary AS path from the BGP
routing tables [9]. Their method filter out the AS paths violating the valley-free property
and choose the shortest AS path from the remaining AS paths. Later, Qiu and Gao [34]
proposed the KnownPath algorithm for AS path inference. The key idea of the KnownPath
method is to exploit AS paths that have appeared in BGP routing tables. This method has
been cited by many recent research papers as one of the state-of-the-art method for AS
path inference based on BGP control plane data [13, 51, 52]. One weak point of inference
based on AS relationships information is that AS relationships can contain errors. In fact,
inference about AS relationships itself is an active research problem [50, 53, 54].
In this chapter, we enrich the AS path inference techniques by introducing a new kind of
constraint or filtering mechanism, which is similar to the role the valley-free property plays.
The new constraint mainly narrows down the candidate AS path set to a much smaller
size. Without this filtering of possible AS path sets, originally, we have to go through ev-
ery possible path connecting source AS and destination prefix, which can be O(|V |2) in
AS relationships based inference method, where V is the number of ASes in an AS topol-
ogy. Therefore, the new constraint can enable speed-up in inference time. In addition, even
though the new methods infer with much less information input, they can be highly com-
petitive and even outperform the benchmark methods. Finally new inference methods can
be implemented in a distributed manner, which is not easy for the state-of-the-art methods.
The hyperbolic space has been used for distance embedding and greedy routing for com-
munication networks [44–47]. These methods are based on a given topology and a shortest
path length distance function. The main difference between our methods and the existing
studies is that we investigate and leverage the hyperbolicity of a metric space where the
distance function is the actual AS hop count, rather than the shortest path distance.
2.3 δ -hyperbolicity: Tree-likeness from Metric Point of View
To facilitate discussions, in this part, we first give a brief introduction to the definition of
hyperbolicity.
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2.3.1 Definition
The notion of δ -hyperbolicity comes from the field of geometric group theory and the ge-
ometry of negatively curved metric spaces [55, 56]. Intuitively speaking, hyperbolicity of a
graph/network can be viewed as a measure of how close a graph is to a tree from a metric
point of view.
There are two definitions of hyperbolicity, which are equivalent to each other up to a
multiplicative constant. In this chapter, we use the 4-point δ -hyperbolicity definition by
Gromov [55].
Definition 2.1 (). [55] Let δ ≥ 0. A metric space (X ,d), where X is the set of points and
d is the distance measure, is called δ -hyperbolic if and only if given quadruplet x,y,u,v ∈ X
satisfying that d(x,y)+d(u,v)≥ d(x,u)+d(y,v)≥ d(x,v)+d(y,u), the following condition
holds:
(d(x,y)+d(u,v))− (d(x,u)+d(y,v))≤ 2∗δ (2.3.1)
For a graph G = (V,E), we can regard it as a metric space where X =V and d is the graph
distance (e.g., shortest path distance) between two vertices u and v in the graph G. Then,
the hyperbolicity δ of the graph G is typically defined as the minimum value of δ and the
metric space (V,d) based on graph G is δ -hyperbolic.
A key property of hyperbolicity is that it can characterize the metrical tree-likeness of a
graph. Generally, the lower the hyperbolicity of a graph is, the more likely it is metrically
to a tree. For example, trees are exactly 0-hyperbolic. A cycle of length 2k is k2 -hyperbolic,
which is the largest hyperbolicity a finite graph with 2k vertexes can have. It has been em-
pirically shown that many real-world graphs/networks, such as collaborative graphs, email
networks, biological networks, web graphs, p2p networks and social networks, have low
hyperbolicity [57, 58].
2.3.2 Low Hyperbolicity of Scale-free Networks
In this section, we will demonstrate the metrical tree-likeness of scale-free networks by
using the measure of hyperbolicity through numerical evaluation. Note that this is useful
for our study later since the AS topology is also scale-free as shown in Section 2.4. The
scale-free networks are generated according to the H2 model [59], which is one of the latest
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scale-free network generation models. The generated networks by the H2 model exhibit
many similar properties of real-world complex networks. The H2 model requires input
parameters, such as the node number (N), the average node degree (d), the exponent of the
power law distribution of the node degrees (γ) and the temperature (T ).
We generate three synthetic scale-free networks (i.e., S1, S2, S3) according to the parame-
ters in Table I. Note that we choose γ as 2.1, which is the exponent of the power distribution
of node degrees in the AS topology observed in our numerical study.
To gain more useful insight of the network structures, we compute the δ -hyperbolicity
value distribution of the Largest Connected Component (LCC) of each network. O(N4)
number of quadruplets has to be exhaustively iterated to obtain a complete δ -hyperbolicity
value distribution. It is computationally prohibitive to obtain such a complete distribution
when networks are of tens of thousands of nodes. Therefore, we randomly sample 100
million quadruplets to approximate the distribution when a network has more than one
thousand nodes.
Table 2.1: Synthetic scale-free networks.
ID |V | E(d) γ T |V | in LCC |E| in LCC
S1 100 60 2.1 0 100 293
S2 1,000 25 2.1 0 875 3,435
S3 10,000 30 2.1 0.8 8,952 31,058





(S1,d) (S2,d) (S3,d) (T,d2)
0 0.838 0.932 0.724 0.460
0.5 0.162 0.068 0.275 0.430
1 1.64E-06 1.88E-06 0.002 0.093
1.5 - - 2.20E-07 0.015
2 - - - 0.002
2.5 - - - 1.41E-04
3 - - - 1.75E-05
3.5 - - - 6.73E-07
4 - - - 5.34E-09
%≤ 1 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.983
Table 2.2 shows that scale-free networks (i.e., (S1,d), (S2,d), (S3,d) in Table 2.2) are
metrical tree-like and almost every quadruplet has a δ -hyperbolicity smaller than or equal
to one.
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2.4 HyperPath Method for AS Path Inference
As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, the graph hyperbolicity is typically defined under the short-
est path distance metric. But due to AS path inflation [48], the actual AS path is usually not
the shortest one. In this case, whether the space (T,d2), where T is ASes set and d2 is actual
AS hop count distance, is hyperbolic or not is not explored yet.
To understand to which extent (T,d2) exhibits metrical tree-likeness, in this section, we
conduct a data driven analysis on AS paths obtained from real-world BGP control plane
data.
2.4.1 Data Collection and Analysis
To facilitate the data analysis, we need a large survey of ground truth AS paths set. To
obtain this set, we use a collection of BGP tables (collected on 08:00 AM UTC on August
29, 2013) obtained from the RouteViews [18] and RIPE [19] repositories. Although we only
consider one snapshot data in this study, a brand new snapshot on BGP tables is available
in every two hours and an additional update is available in every fifteen minutes [18, 19].
From the BGP routing tables, we can extract AS paths. Each AS path is a path from a
source AS, via a set of intermediate ASes, to a destination IP prefix. For example, the AS
path from the AS680 (German National Research and Education Network) to the IP prefix
of 65.169.169.0/24 in U.S. is AS680→ AS6939→ AS6598→ AS25612. Note that the IP
prefixes 65.169.169.0/24 belongs to the AS25612.
The full dataset is collected from 389 unique monitors; it consists of over 60 million AS
paths and contains at least 646,567 unique destination prefixes. The AS topology obtained
from the AS paths data includes 48,133 ASes and 164,883 links. The degree distribution
of the AS topology is given in figure 2.1, which is scale-free and follows a power law
distribution.
Since part of the monitor-to-prefix paths is missing, we hence filter out the monitors with
few known AS paths to IP prefixes, leading to 70 out of 389 monitors selected. All of these
70 monitors can simultaneously reach 30,000 distinctive IP prefixes, which are from more
than 7,000 different ASes.
Moreover, by accounting the paths originated from one of the vantage ASes and end-
ing with prefixes only appeared in one individual AS, the final ground truth AS paths set
contains 2,446,644 AS paths.
Note that, to get the AS hop count, we don’t treat the multiple occurrences of the same AS










Figure 2.1: Power law distribution of node degrees in the AS topology.
as multiple hops. In other words, the AS hop count is equal to the number of the distinctive
ASes in the AS path minus one.
Using the dataset above, we compute the δ -hyperbolicity value distribution based on a
sample set of hundreds of millions of quadruplets in the largest connected component of AS
topology graph (T,d2). The result is given in the last column of table 2.2. We can see that
(T,d2) is indeed metrically tree-like with most quadruplets having δ value smaller than or
equal to one.
2.4.2 Algorithms
Motivated by the observation that AS topology (T,d2) is metrically tree-like (i.e., low hy-
perbolicity), we then propose AS path inference algorithms accordingly. To proceed, we
first introduce the following definitions.
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Definition 2.2 (). We denote the shortest distance between two points x,y ∈ X by |x− y|. If
x ∈ X and A⊆ X then
dist(x,A) = inf{|x− y| : y ∈ A}. (2.4.1)
Definition 2.3 (). For ε > 0 the open ε-neighborhood Nε(A) of a set A⊆ X is
Nε(A) = {x ∈ X : dist(x,A)< ε} (2.4.2)
According to the property of the δ -hyperbolicity [56], all triangles in the space are δ -thin,
i.e. for all x,y,z ∈ X and segments [x,y],[x,z] and [y,z], we have
[x,y]⊆ Nδ ([x,z])∪Nδ ([y,z]). (2.4.3)
For the AS topology space (T,d2), this property implies that, given two AS paths rooted
from the same origin to two different destinations ASes, the ground truth AS path between
two destinations ASes should be in δ -neighborhood of these two paths. Based on the prop-
erty above, we then propose an AS path inference algorithm. The key idea is to construct
an AS path that is within the δ -neighborhood of the AS path we want to know.
To construct such an AS path, let’s first look at AS paths obtained from BGP control
plane data. There are hundreds of vantage ASes and each has AS paths from itself to
hundreds of thousands of IP prefixes. The entire AS paths originated from every vantage
AS can make up a sub-graph of the AS topology. This sub-graph can include loops, so
it is not a spanning tree of the original graph. But, still, every pair of AS paths from the
same vantage AS nv to two different IP prefixes prefix1 and prefix2 always split at a certain
node which we call a branching point, denoted by nb. Note that, while the two paths may
have several branching points, we only consider the first one. Assuming that two paths are
p = nv→ ··· → nb · · · → n1→ prefix1 and q = nv→ ··· → nb · · · → n2→ prefix2, we define
the following function to construct a path to approximate the ground truth AS path:
φnv(p,q) = n1→ ·· · → nb→ ·· · → n2. (2.4.4)
Figure 2.2 shows a simple example, where the vantage AS is AS10026 and the paths to two
different IP prefixes are p = AS10026→ AS174→ AS39792→ 37.140.192.0/22 and q =
AS10026→ AS174→ AS2914→ AS8151→ 189.245.128.0/19. AS174 is the branching
point and φAS10026(p,q) = AS39792→ AS174→ AS2914→ AS8151.






Figure 2.2: Two paths example.
In practice, we can have k pairs of AS paths(pi,qi) that are originated from multiple
vantage ASes nvi , i = 1, . . . ,k to IP prefix1 and IP prefix2. In this case, suppose that each
φnvi (pi,qi), i = 1, . . . ,k hits ground truth AS path with a probability Pk independently, the






P/0 decreases exponentially as the number of vantage ASes increase. One straightfor-
ward way to incorporate estimation from multiple vantage ASes would be to choose the
argminφnvi
|φnvi |, i ∈ [1, . . . ,k] as the estimation. The match rate of this method is equal to
the probability that at least one of the φnvi hits the AS path, which is 1−P/0. Based on this
simple idea, HyperPath algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
For the HyperPath algorithm, we do not require AS relationship information. When
AS relationship information is taken into account, we develop the Valley-free HyperPath
algorithm. It is an extension of the HyperPath algorithm by integrating the valley-free
property and is given in Algorithm 2. The idea is to consider two constraints (i.e., valley-
free property and low hyperbolicity of the Internet) together to filter possible AS paths.
When the valley-free property fails to work, we return the AS path that only considers low
hyperbolicity in the inference process.
2.4.3 Discussion
Comparisons between the different AS path inference methods from complexity and infor-
mation requirement aspects are given in Table 2.3. It shows that our proposed algorithms
require less information and demand lower computation complexity. Note that, in Table 2.3,
|V | and |E| are the total numbers of nodes and links in the AS topology respectively.
Because the HyperPath algorithm and the Valley-free HyperPath algorithms only con-
sider dozens of constructed paths recorded by the vantage ASes, the computational com-
plexity of both algorithms are O(K). Here K is the number of vantage ASes (around a few
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Algorithm 1 HyperPath Algorithm
INPUT: k pairs of AS paths (pi,qi), i = 1, . . . ,k. pi can reach prefix1 and qi can reach
prefix2. Both paths are originated from vantage AS ni.
OUTPUT: Inferred AS path p̂ between prefix1 and prefix2.
1: b̂ =+∞; p̂ = /0
2: for i = 1 to k do
3: path= φni(pi,qi)
4: if b̂≥ HopCount(path) then
5: b̂ = HopCount(path)




hundreds), which is much smaller than the number of all ASes in the AS topology. If two
end hosts store the AS paths set from the vantage ASes to the networks they are sitting
in locally, our methods make it possible for them to infer the AS path connecting them
by exchanging the AS paths sets. However, the benchmark methods need to build entire
AS topology locally to do inference and, therefore, have to iterate through a much bigger
search space. As a result, these methods require higher computational complexity and de-
mand more information. Moreover, our methods are able to infer certain individual AS path
between two end hosts at a time. In contrary, to infer certain individual AS path, one of
the benchmark methods, KnownPath method, has to infer all AS paths from one node to all
other nodes in the graph, even when they are not required.
2.5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the two proposed methods with realistic AS
paths data. We will use two state-of-the-art methods (i.e., AS relationships based inference
algorithm and KnownPath algorithm) as the benchmark. In addition, we also implement the
no policy method (shortest path heuristic) as the baseline method. Experiment set-up details
and evaluation result will be discussed after the introduction of the benchmark methods.
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Algorithm 2 Valley-free HyperPath Algorithm
INPUT: k pairs of AS paths (pi,qi), i = 1, . . . ,k. pi can reach prefix1 and qi can reach
prefix2. Both paths are originated from vantage AS ni; AS relationships information on
each edge appeared in the AS paths.
OUTPUT: Inferred AS path p̂ between prefix1 and prefix2.
1: b̂1 =+∞ ; b̂2 =+∞; p̂1 = /0; p̂2 = /0
2: for i = 1 to k do
3: path = φni(pi,qi)
4: if isValidPath(path) and b̂1 ≥ HopCount(path) then
5: b̂1 = HopCount(path)
6: p̂1 = path
7: end if
8: if b̂2 ≥ HopCount(path) then
9: b̂2 = HopCount(path)
10: p̂2 = path
11: end if
12: end for
13: if b̂1 6=+∞ then
14: p̂ = p̂1
15: else




2.5.1.1 AS Relationships based Inference Algorithm
This algorithm is one of the pioneers and the most cited work on AS path inference al-
gorithm [9]. The key idea of this method is to filter out the paths that don’t satisfy the
valley-free property and to find the shortest AS path from the remaining valid AS paths set.
The algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.
2.5.1.2 KnownPath Algorithm
As an extension of the AS relationships based inference algorithm, besides using the valley-
free property, this algorithm improves the inference accuracy by further integrating the AS
paths that are already observed from the vantage ASes. The algorithm is detailed in Algo-
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to all nodes O(|E|log(|V |)) O(|V |K) O(|V |3) O(|V ||E|) O(|V |K)
Time complexity
from one node
to another node O(|E|log(|V |)) O(K) O(|V |2) O(|V ||E|) O(K)
AS topology
information
required global local global global local
AS relationships
information
required no no yes yes yes
rithm 4, in which rib in(u)[p] is a path set that contains all the feasible paths from AS u to a
specific IP prefix p learned from u’s neighbors. The baseASset contains the ASes that have
the assured paths from themselves to the prefix p.
2.5.1.3 No Policy Baseline Method
We also implement the no policy method as the baseline method. In no policy method, the
actual AS path is approximated by the shortest AS path in the AS topology obtained from
BGP control plane data.
2.5.2 Experiment Set-up
Algorithm Input:
• AS paths: we use the 2.4 million ground truth AS paths to do the evaluation, which
has been introduced in Section 2.4. Besides that, we have also AS paths from 70
vantage ASes to feed our proposed algorithms.
• AS topology: To mimic the case where we don’t have access to the routing table
of the ASes, we build the AS topology out of the BGP control plane data of the
69 ASes, excluding the one we are interested in. These AS topologies are the only
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input required by the no policy method. In comparison, our methods don’t need to
construct the entire topology locally. For the AS relationships based inference method
and knownPath method, the AS relationships information on links in the AS topology
is also required.
• AS relationship: We use the AS relationships data from Caida’s Inferred AS Rela-
tionships Dataset [60]. This data is of as high as 97% accuracy [53]. Although it
is possible to generate the AS relationships data of the same day when we collected
BGP data, we use the AS relationships data on 1st of September 2013 in our study,
simply because Caida’s AS relationships data is only available on the first day of each
month. The date on which AS relationships data is generated is two days later than
the date on which BGP control plane data is collected. But we still use this AS re-
lationships data in our study, assuming that most of the AS relationships would not
change dramatically and remain almost the same within several days.
To achieve a fair comparison, we organize the experiments in two categories by consid-
ering the cases with and without AS relationships information.
• Comparisons without considering AS relationship: In this part, we compare against
HyperPath with no policy baseline method. Both methods don’t require AS relation-
ship information to do estimation.
• Comparisons with considering AS relationship: In this part, we compare against
Valley-free HyperPath with the benchmark methods. In addition to AS path infor-
mation, all of them take the AS relationships information into account.
2.5.3 Estimation Accuracy
Similar to many studies in the literature [9, 34], we evaluate the methods’ performance
based on the hop count number of AS paths and present the prediction accuracy in the form
of confusion matrices.
• Comparisons without considering AS relationships: Table 2.4 and 2.5 show the pre-
diction accuracy of both the HyperPath method and the no policy baseline method.
We observe that the HyperPath method achieves similar performance as the baseline
method when AS paths are short (e.g., hop counts are smaller than or equal to 2).
HyperPath method achieves significant performance improvement over the baseline
method when AS paths are long (e.g., hop counts are greater than 2). For example,
when AS path hop counts are greater than 3, the HyperPath method possesses more
than 50% prediction accuracy, while the baseline method only has an accuracy of
27%.
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Table 2.4: Confusion matrices of the prediction performance of the baseline method.
%
Predicted hop count









1 50.7 49.1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2.2 83.4 14.4 0 0 0 0 0
3 0.9 30.2 67.1 1.9 0 0 0 0
4 0.5 13.2 58.3 26.9 1.2 0 0 0
5 1.1 7.9 27.0 38.9 24.8 0.3 0 0
6 0 2.7 16.3 17.9 31.9 26.1 5.2 0
7 0 1.2 1.2 3.5 1.5 67.3 25.4 0
8 0 0 30.7 11.4 17.6 1.1 39.2 0
Table 2.5: Confusion matrices of the prediction performance of the HyperPath method.
%
Predicted hop count









1 48.1 51.6 0.3 0 0 0 0 0
2 0.1 78.0 21.8 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 10.3 84.0 5.7 0 0 0 0
4 0 4.0 32.7 60.1 3.2 0 0 0
5 0 0.7 10.2 30.0 57.5 1.6 0 0
6 0 0.1 3.1 7.4 25.2 58.6 5.6 0
7 0 0 1.3 1.5 1.1 2.3 92.3 1.4
8 0 0 1.1 1.1 12.0 6.9 0.6 78.3
• Comparisons with considering AS relationships: Table 2.6,2.7 and 2.8 show the pre-
diction accuracy of AS relationships based method, KnownPath method and Valley-
free HyperPath method. Similar to the case where AS relationship information is not
considered, we also observe similar performance among the different methods when
AS paths are short (e.g., hop counts are smaller than or equal to 3). The valley-free
HyperPath method, however, achieves significant performance improvement over the
benchmark methods when AS paths are long (e.g., hop counts are greater than 3).
For example, when AS path hop counts are greater than 6, the Valley-free Hyper-
Path method achieves more than 70% prediction accuracy, while the accuracy of the
benchmark methods drops significantly, with the accuracy of less than 17%. More-
over, as reported in [9,34], we also observe (see the columns of ”N/A” in Table 2.6,2.7
and 2.8) that benchmark methods could fail to return estimation values, in particular,
when AS paths are long. By contrast, the Valley-free HyperPath method is more
robust and doesn’t suffer from this issue.
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1 50.7 43.7 5.4 0.1 0 0 0 0 0
2 1.8 81.6 15.8 0.7 0 0 0 0 0.1
3 0.9 18.8 77.1 3.0 0.1 0 0 0 0.2
4 0.5 8.9 41.3 47.6 1.5 0 0 0 0.2
5 1.1 6.1 19.5 38.8 31.6 0.3 0 0 2.7
6 0 2.5 14.2 17.5 16.5 2.9 0 0 46.5
7 0 1.2 0.7 3.6 1.1 0.1 0 0 93.4
8 0 0 2.3 0.6 17.6 1.1 0 0 78.4
Table 2.7: Confusion matrices of the prediction performance of the KnownPath method.
%
Predicted hop count









1 50.4 41.3 7.9 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.3
2 0.3 78.5 19.0 1.9 0.1 0 0 0 0.3
3 0.3 3.7 88.6 5.8 0.3 0 0 0 1.3
4 0.1 2.4 14.6 74.9 3.4 0.5 0 0 4.2
5 0.4 0.2 6.0 16.6 67.2 3.2 0.2 0 5.8
6 0 0.4 3.2 2.8 10.4 55.2 0.6 0 27.4
7 0 0.2 1.1 2.3 0 0.9 16.4 0 79.1
8 0 0 1.1 1.1 12.5 0 4.6 8.0 72.7













1 48.1 42.5 9.2 0.2 0 0 0 0 0
2 0.1 75.1 22.6 2.2 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 3.2 88.8 7.7 0.3 0 0 0 0
4 0 2.4 14.9 77.7 4.4 0.5 0 0 0
5 0 0.3 6.4 18.4 70.2 4.3 0.3 0 0
6 0 0.1 2.3 2.9 17.0 70.9 6.7 0 0
7 0 0 1.3 1.5 0.3 2.3 93.2 1.5 0
8 0 0 1.1 1.1 11.9 0 5.7 79.6 0
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Figure 2.3: inter-domain traffic reduction on unstructured overlay networks.
2.5.4 Application: Inter-domain Traffic Reduction for BitTorrent P2P System
To demonstrate the usefulness of our AS path inference methods for the inter-domain traffic
reduction, we simulate the BitTorrent, which is one of the most popular unstructured peer
to peer overlay network applications.
We use the same dataset in the previous section for the underlying network condition.
Specifically, we assume that a certain BitTorrent client is located in one of the 93 different
IP prefixes. Then the client has to select k number of peers out of a pool of 100 peers. The
100 peers are randomly located in 26,308 different IP prefixes. We change the selected
peers number k from 10, 20 to 90. To evaluate how much inter-domain traffic is reduced
by each peer selection method, we measure the performance on traffic reduction with the









where x′i, i = 1, . . . ,k is the IDs of the selected peers based on the inferred information and
xi, i = 1, . . . ,k is the IDs of the true best-performing peers in the pool. d denotes the actual
AS hop count from the node to the peer. The stretch metric can reflects the ratio of the inter-
ASes traffic introduced by the peer selection strategy based on estimation to the inter-ASes
traffic introduced by idealized peer selection strategy. We simulate 50 times. For each time,
we conduct more than 10,000 rounds of peer selection.
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Figure 2.3 shows the stretch metric with confidence interval with different k for all meth-
ods. We can see that Valley-free HyperPath method outperforms all the other methods.
For instance, when k = 10, the random peer selection method introduces 89% additional
inter-domain traffic, compared with the ideal case. If we do peer selection with the help
of inference methods without considering AS relationships information, no policy method
introduces 39% additional traffic and HyperPath introduces 27% additional traffic. If we
take AS relationships information into account, AS relationships based method, Known-
Path method and Valley-free HyperPath method introduce 36%, 25% and 21% additional
traffic respectively.
This experiment shows that, even though without considering AS relationships informa-
tion, traffic reduction by HyperPath method is competitive with that by KnownPath method.
When we further take into account AS relationships information in our algorithm design, the
proposed Valley-free HyperPath method can achieve better performance than the Known-
Path method. Please note that, as shown in Table 2.3, KnownPath method also requires
additional information on AS topology and higher computational complexity.
2.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we revisit the AS path inference problem from the complex network per-
spective. A brand new constraint is proposed based on the fact the AS paths respect the
underlying geometric structure of the Internet. Resulting two new AS path inference algo-
rithms, HyperPath and Valley-free HyperPath, have O(K) complexity to infer certain end-
to-end AS path and can run locally. Intensive evaluation on the ground truth AS paths shows
that HyperPath method can not only outperform no policy method, it can be superior to AS
relationships based method by being blind to the AS relationships information. The Valley-
free HyperPath method outperforms both AS relationships based method and KnownPath
method. Moreover, two new algorithms are immune to the fail-to-detect problem, by which
the benchmark methods are always haunted. We also simulate BitTorrent P2P applications
to show the potential of our methods on inter-domain Internet traffic reduction.
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Algorithm 3 AS relationships based inference algorithm [9]
INPUT: A pair of source and destination ASes(s,d), AS topology T and AS relationships
information R of each link in the AS topology.
OUTPUT: An inference path p̂ between source and destination ASes (s,d)
1: find all shortest uphill paths rooted from source node s as S = {s → ··· → pi|i ∈
{1, . . . ,K}}; and find all shortest uphill paths rooted from destination node d as
D = {d→ ··· → qi|i ∈ {1, . . . ,L}}. We denote the end points of the uphill paths rooted
from s as P = {pi|i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}} and the end points of the uphill paths rooted from d
as Q = {qi|i ∈ {1, . . . ,L}}
//cost without peer to peer link
2: if P∩Q 6= /0 then




//cost with peer to peer link
7: if true ∈ {rp(p,q)|p ∈ P,q ∈ Q, p 6= q} then




Here we assume for two ASes x and y, function
rp(x,y) =
{
true if (x,y) is a p2p link;
false otherwise.
12: if cost0 ==−1 and cost1 ==−1 then
13: return null.
14: else if cost0 ==−1 then
15: return uphill(s,p), (p,q), reverse(uphill(d,q)).
16: else if cost1 ==−1 then
17: return uphill(s,k), reverse(uphill(d,k)).
18: else if cost0 <= cost1 then
19: return uphill(s,k), reverse(uphill(d,k)).
20: else
21: return uphill(s,p), (p,q), reverse(uphill(d,q)).
22: end if
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Algorithm 4 KnownPath algorithm [34]
INPUT: A destination IP prefix p, baseASset, AS topology T and AS relationships infor-
mation R of each link in the AS topology.
OUTPUT: Inferred paths from all ASes to the IP prefix p.
1: queue← /0
2: for v ∈ baseASset do
3: append v to queue
4: path(v)[p]←sure path of v
5: SORT(rib in(v)[p])
6: end for
7: while queue.length > 0 do
8: u← POP(queue,0)
9: for w ∈ peers(u) do
10: Pu← rib in(u)[p][0]
11: if w /∈ baseASset and (w)+Pu is a valid path then
12: tmppath← rib in(w)[p][0]
13: rib in(w)[p]← rib in(w)[p] ∪ {(w) + Pu}
14: SORT(rib in(w)[p])
15: if tmppath == path(w)[p][0] and w /∈ queue then





21: return {rib in(v)|∀v ∈V}
Chapter3
Probabilistic Model Enhanced Compressive
Sensing for Environment Reconstruction in
Sensor Networks
Recent studies on environment reconstruction in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
suggest that compressive sensing (CS) is a promising approach to restore all sensor
readings from small percentage of observations. In this chapter, we propose a new
approach, namely Probabilistic Model Enhanced Spatio-Temporal Compressive Sensing
(PMEST-CS), to boost the performance of CS-based methods from two new perspectives.
Firstly, we explicitly exploit the sparsity in spatio-temporal difference in environment.
Secondly, we propose a pair-wise Markov Random Field (MRF) based probabilistic model
to integrate spatio-temporal correlation structure into CS-based algorithm design.
Experimental results utilizing the Intel lab dataset and the Uppsala dataset show that
significant performance gains, in terms of reconstruction quality, can be obtained
compared to the state of the art CS-based methods. For instance, PMEST-CS can achieve
30% accuracy improvement when 90% and even more data is missing for Intel lab
temperature data.
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3.1 Introduction
Compared with traditional data collection methods, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
are able to monitor the environment of interest in much higher frequency and resolution.
WSNs [3–7] have been used to collect various kinds of data such as temperature and hu-
midity level in forest, seismic and acoustic data of active volcano, marine pollution level
in ocean etc. In reality, due to hardware damage, low battery level and/or poor condition
in WSN communication data collected by WSN often contains considerable percentage of
missing readings. Thus environment reconstruction [23] methods have been proposed to
restore the measurements from raw (incomplete) data. The accuracy of the environment
reconstruction is critical for many basic scientific research.
Different kinds of prior knowledge have been exploited in existing solutions to optimize
the speed and accuracy of signal reconstruction. A recent proposal — Compressive Sensing
(CS [36]) exploits sparsity for efficient reconstruction and has become a key technique
in today’s signal processing systems. It can be adapted in WSN since the measurement
matrices also have sparse structure in their singular values, but a straightforward adaptation
is not enough. Studies have observed that many natural signals have features in addition
to sparsity, e.g., structure [37], clustering property in image [38], etc. A recent research
in WSN (ESTI-CS [39]) exploits strong time stability and spatial correlation together with
sparsity to improve the accuracy of reconstruction. However, we show that by exploiting
more features we can further improve the performance of reconstruction in WSNs.
In this chapter, we propose Probabilistic Model Enhanced Spatio-Temporal Compressive
Sensing (PMEST-CS) that extends ESTI-CS by utilizing two kinds of prior knowledge: 1)
with analysis on real datasets, we show that the spatio-temporal feature of WSN data is
sparse and can be exploited further, and 2) we find that statistical inference on the proba-
bilistic model can provide us a rough guess with a confidence level on the missing readings
which can enhance the overall accuracy.
We also realized that the probabilistic model is a critical component in our solution.
Therefore, we design a tree based Markov Random Field (MRF) that takes both temporal
and spatial correlation of environment into consideration. Furthermore, we train the MRF
from WSN data to improve model quality. One challenge raised here is that standard learn-
ing scheme cannot scale when the feeding WSN data is incomplete. Therefore, we also
propose a new algorithm that can build a qualified MRF out of highly incomplete data.
Specifically, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a new compressive sensing optimization problem which exploits the spar-
sity in the spatio-temporal difference and leverages prior knowledge from a proba-
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bilistic model.
• To overcome the limitations of existing probabilistic models, we design an MRF
model which incorporates both spatial and temporal correlation in the environment.
To cope with the highly incomplete data in WSNs, we propose a new learning algo-
rithm for MRF. Our evaluation results show that the proposed learning algorithm can
generate highly effective MRF models from data even with 60% of missing readings.
• We perform intensive quantitative analysis to show that our solution can outperform
the state of the art approach (ESTI-CS) by 30% in terms of accuracy.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we provide the
related work on environment reconstruction in WSN. The problem is modeled in Section
3.3 which is followed by the WSN data set description in Section 3.4. We introduce the
probabilistic graphical model in Section 3.5 and describe the learning scheme in Section 3.6.
Section 3.7 details the overall PMEST-CS approach and Section 3.8 reports the evaluation
results. We conclude this chapter in Section 3.9.
3.2 Related Work
A new idea of signal processing is of compressive sensing. For many real world signal
exhibits structure and redundancy, it is possible to reconstruct original signal from partial
or incomplete one. The structure or redundancy in real world signal are also called sparsity.
It means there are a great fraction of zeros and a tiny fraction of nonzero values in the
signal vector. In the context of matrices, sparsity means low rank of the matrix. Because
the vector made up by the singular values of such a matrix is a sparse vector. CS-based
methods have been utilized in different use cases, including network traffic estimation [61]
and localization in mobile network [62].
ESTI-CS [39] is the state of the art CS-based method for environment reconstruction in
WSNs. It leverages the benefits of both compressive sensing and environmental space-time
features. PMEST-CS is similar to ESTI-CS considering that both of them explore prior
knowledge or structure in WSN data to improve CS method. Different from ESTI-CS,
PMEST-CS considers not only spatio-temporal feature in WSNs, but also information from
additional probabilistic model.
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3.3 Problem Formulation
In this section, we first introduce the problem formulation for environment reconstruction,
by using the part of the notations stated in [39].
3.3.1 Environmental Data Reconstruction
Suppose for a given WSN, n sensor nodes are deployed in an environment of interest. The
sensors sense and forward readings to the sink node periodically for m time instances.
Definition 3.1 (). Environment Matrix (EM): We use X to denote the sensor readings of a
WSN in an ideal case. The ideal case here means all readings can be successfully trans-
ferred to the sink node. X is with the form of a n×m matrix. Row Xi,: records all the
readings from the ith sensor during the whole m time instances. Column X:,t records the
readings from all sensors at time instance t.
Definition 3.2 (). Binary Indicator Matrix (BIM): We use B to denote all the possible miss-
ing readings in the WSN. B is a matrix and shares the same size with X. Specifically, each
element in B is defined as the following:
Bi,t =
{
0 if sensor reading Xi,t is lost
1 otherwise
, (3.3.1)
Definition 3.3 (). Sensory Matrix (SM): We use S to denote the actual sensor readings col-
lected at the sink node. S is a matrix and share the same size with X and B. Let’s assume
Xi,t > 0 and denote lost readings in S as 0. Then the actual readings S can be presented by
the element-wise production of X and B as follows:
S = X ◦B, (3.3.2)
3.3.2 Problem Statement
Environment reconstruction aims to restore the EM X given available SM S.
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Definition 3.4 (). Reconstructed Matrix (RM): We use X̂ to denote the reconstruction of the
EM X.
Problem 3.3.1. Environment Reconstruction in Sensor Network (ERSN): Given an SM S,
the ERSN problem is to find an optimal RM X̂ that approximates the original EM X as
closely as possible. i.e.,
minimize ||X− X̂ ||F
subject to X̂ ◦B = S.
(3.3.3)
Here || • ||F is the Frobenius norm and used to measure the error between matrix X and X̂ .
In ERSN problem, ||X− X̂ ||F =
√
∑i,t(Xi,t − X̂i,t)2.
In order to measure the performance of environment reconstruction in different scenarios
among different methods, we define the following metric:







3.4 Two Real World WSN Datasets
We then introduce the two real world datasets, based on which analysis and evaluation are
carried out in the following sections.
3.4.1 Intel Lab Dataset
This dataset contains information about data collected from 54 sensors deployed in the
Intel Berkeley Research lab between February 28th and April 5th, 2004. Mica2Dot sensors
with weather boards collected time stamped topology information, along with humidity,
temperature, light and voltage values once every 31 seconds. Data was collected using
the TinyDB in-network query processing system, built on the TinyOS platform [63]. The
sensors were arranged in the lab according to the diagram shown in Figure 3.1a. We will
carry out analysis and experiments by using the temperature and light intensity measurement
from this dataset.
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(a) Intel Lab WSN.
(b) Uppsala WSN.
Figure 3.1: Two real world WSN deployments.
3.4.2 Uppsala Dataset
This dataset is collected by the WSN deployed using ProFuN TG tool [64] in Polacksbacken
campus, department of information technology of Uppsala University during April 2015.
The network includes 17 sensor nodes, measuring temperature, light intensity, and humidity.
The sensors were arranged in the lab according to the diagram shown in Figure 3.1b. We
will carry out analysis and experiments using the temperature and light readings from this
dataset.
3.5 Probabilistic Model for WSN
In this section we propose a probabilistic model based on pairwise Markov Random Fields
(MRF) to learn both temporal and spatial correlation of WSN sensory readings. By leverag-
ing the learned temporal and spatial correlation knowledge, we will enhance the CS method
for environment reconstruction by using the posterior distribution of missing readings de-
rived from pairwise MRF and the given observed readings to increase the prediction confi-
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dence.
3.5.1 Preprocessing: Data Quantization
To proceed, we first briefly introduce a key data preprocessing technique — data quantiza-
tion.
Quantization is a classic technique in signal processing and has been widely used for
compression [65]. In general, quantized measures offer a couple of advantages as follows:
• A quantized measure is tunable and can be informative enough for describing the
correlation between the data.
• A quantized measure can be encoded into a few bits, saving storage and transmission
costs.
• A quantized measure is highly adjustable to match the needs of WSN application.
Let the metric to be quantized take on values in the range [rmin,rmax], and values outside
this interval are mapped either to rmin or rmax. The quantization is done by partitioning the
interval into d bins using d− 1 thresholds, denoted by τ = {τ1, . . . ,τd−1}. Let the value li
represent the i bin. A table look-up is used to map a metric value to li according to the bin
threshold:
Quant(x) = l j, if τ j−1 < x≤ τ j, j = 1, . . . ,d, (3.5.1)
where τ0 = rmin and τd = rmax. The bin index values are the followings:
L = {l1, . . . , ld}, (3.5.2)
and L is stored in a codebook. A sensor reading is represented by a bin index in L, that is
encoded into few bits.
Given a SM S, usually we have Si,t ∈ R+. Then we quantize the valid reading in S and
obtain quantized n×m sensory matrix Q, where
Qi,t =
{
0 if Si,t = 0,
Quant(Si,t) otherwise.
(3.5.3)
3.5.2 Pairwise MRF for WSN
In a graph of a pairwise MRF, nodes represent the random variables and edges represent a
joint probability distribution between pairs of variables. When it comes to MRF in WSN,
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time = t
time = t− 1
Figure 3.2: The graphical model of Intel lab WSN.
each node represents one individual sensor reading and edge corresponds to the spatio-
temporal correlation between pairs of sensor readings.
To parametrize MRF, we associate with each single variable (i.e., node) or pairwise con-
nected variables (i.e., edge) a general-purpose function, also called a factor. Specifically,
we have the following three factors. In Figure 3.2, the MRF model for Intel lab WSN of 54
sensors is shown for illustration of these factors.
• Singleton factors: Factor φ Si,t(Qi,t) is used to encode how likely the ith sensor at
time instance t is a particular quantized value. For example, in Figure 3.2, green
dots represent the singleton factor of sensor readings at the time instance t − 1 and
blue dots represent all singleton factors of sensor readings at time instance t, where
Scope[φ Si,t(Qi,t)] = L, where L is given in Equation (3.5.2);
• Spatial pairwise factors: Factor φ SPi, j (Qi,t ,Q j,t) is used to encode the joint probability
distribution between the reading of the ith sensor and the reading of the jth sensor at
time instance t. For example, in Figure 3.2, blue edges represent all spatial pairwise
factor in current time instance, where Scope[φ SPi, j (Qi,t ,Q j,t)] = L×L;
• Temporal pairwise factors: Factor φ T Pi (Qi,t−1,Qi,t) is used to encode the ith sensor’s
joint probability distribution between the reading at the time instance t and the reading
at the time instance t − 1. For example, in Figure 3.2, orange edges represent all
temporal pairwise factor, where Scope[φ T Pi (Qi,t−1,Qi,t)] = L×L.
By combining these local interactions or factors, we can define a global model to approx-
imate the spatio-temporal joint probability distribution of all sensor readings in the WSN.
We denote Q:,t as the quantized sensor reading of all sensors at time instance t. Then the
approximated joint probability distribution of the quantized sensor readings Q:,t−1 and Q:,t
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3.6 Model Learning in WSN MRF
To make the joint probability in Equation (3.5.4) capture the real statistical properties of
WSN, we still need to specify local factors carefully. We adapt learning scheme to extract
the local factor parameters instead of using a hand crafted model. The benefits are many
folds. Learning scheme is free from involving expert knowledge of environment and it
always delivers optimal model parameters. In this section, we will first introduce the MRF
learning algorithm based on the complete sensory data. Building on this, we further propose
an advanced MRF learning algorithm for the incomplete data case.
3.6.1 The Log-linear Representation
Due to the factor product form of the distribution in (3.5.4), it is very difficult to do the
learning. Thus we consider to use log linear representation to approximate the distribution
in Equation (3.5.4). We first define the following notations.
3.6.1.1 Feature Functions
A feature is a function fi(Di) :Val(Di)→ R, where Di is the set of variables in the scope of
the ith feature. Features are binary indicators features and each of them has an associated
parameter θi. We define the following three types of indicator features for the three types of
factors in our pairwise MRF above:
































































(d) 90% data loss.
Figure 3.3: The spatial correlation knowledge learned from Intel lab temperature dataset
with increasing loss rate. The bars on the right hand side represent the correla-
tion factors. A larger value means a stronger correlation.
• f Si,u(Qi,t) = 1(Qi,t = lu) for singleton factor;
• f SPi, j,u,v(Qi,t ,Q j,t) = 1(Qi,t = lu and Q j,t = lv) for spatial pairwise factor;
• f T Pi,u,v(Qi,t−1,Qi,t) = 1(Qi,t−1 = lu and Qi,t = lv) for temporal pairwise factor.
Here i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, t = 2, . . . ,m and u,v ∈ {1, . . . ,d}.
3.6.1.2 Parameters Sharing
To reduce the total number of parameters we need to learn, we share parameters across
multiple features. The parameters that we use in our model are the following:
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• θ Su , shared by f Si,u(Qi,t) where i = 1, . . . ,n, i.e., all n number of singleton factors share
the same set of parameters;
• θ SPu,v , shared by f SPi, j,u,v(Qi,t ,Q j,t) where (i, j)∈E, i.e., all |E| number of spatial pairwise
factors share the same set of parameters;
• θ T Pu,v , shared by f T Pi,u,v(Qi,t−1,Qi,t) where i = 1, . . . ,n, i.e., all n number of temporal
factors share the same set of parameters.
We denote Θ = {θ S1 , . . . ,θ Sd ,θ SP1,1, . . . ,θ SPd,d ,θ T P1,1 , . . . ,θ T Pd,d}. There are d̂ = d+2×d2 parame-
ters in total, where d is quantized bin number.
Given the above features functions and parameters, the distribution in Equation (3.5.4)




exp(S (Q:,t−1,Q:,t ,Θ)), (3.6.1)








and S (Q:,t−1,Q:,t ,Θ) is given as





















































Intuitively, here we assign different weights (i.e.,parameters) for different features to cap-
ture the correlation dependencies cross different factors including singleton/spatial pair-
wise/temporal pairwise factors. Accordingly, we can use the aggregate weights to measure
the likelihood of the future sensory readings. The key issue is how to derive or learn the
optimal weights to well characterize the behavior or pattern of WSN sensory readings, and
this will be addressed in the coming section.
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3.6.2 Spatio-Temporal Local Distribution Learning Algorithm from
Complete Data
We now consider to how to learn the optimal weights to train the pair-wise MRF model
for WSN. Based on Bayesian rule, we have the following conditional distribution of the





where P(Q:,t−1,Q:,t) is a normalization constant and without prior information P(Θ) is as-
sumed to be uniformly distributed. Then to find the optimal learning parameters, we want to
maximize P(Θ|Q:,t−1,Q:,t). In this case, we only need to maximize the likelihood function
P(Q:,t−1,Q:,t |Θ), or equivalently minimize the following negative log-likelihood function
(due to (3.6.1)):
N (Q:,t−1,Q:,t |Θ) = log(Z(Θ))−S (Q:,t−1,Q:,t ,Θ). (3.6.5)
To prevent over-fitting, we also introduce a L2-regularization penalty on the parameter val-
ues and, as a result, we have the following negative log-likelihood function:











It can be proved that the resulting objective function is convex and the global minimum
and the corresponding variable can be found by using standard optimization methods, such




N (Q:,t−1,Q:,t |Θ) = EΘ[ fi]−ED[ fi]+λθi, (3.6.7)
where Eθ [ fi] is the expectation of feature values with respect to the model parameters,
and ED[ fi] is the expectation of the feature values with respect to the sensor readings from
(Q:,t−1,Q:,t). Using the definition of expectation, we have:






:,t |Θ) fi(Q′:,t−1,Q′:,t), (3.6.8)
ED[ fi] = fi(Q:,t−1,Q:,t). (3.6.9)
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Algorithm 5 Learning with complete data
INPUT: Sensor nodes number n, the number of times for measurement m, n×m raw sen-
sor readings matrix S, number of bits for quantization b, minimum spanning tree T
regularization parameter λ , learning rate α , maximum iteration number IterMax
OUTPUT: Learned parameter set Θ.
1: Initialize Θ = 0.
2: Quant(S) = Q.
3: for θi ∈Θ do
4: Compute ĒD[ fi] according to (3.6.10).
5: end for
6: repeat
7: for θi ∈Θ do
8: Compute EΘ[ fi] according to (3.6.8).
9: Compute regularization value r = λ ∗θi
10: Compute gradθi = EΘ[ fi]− ĒD[ fi]+ r.
11: θi = θi−α ∗gradθi
12: end for
13: until Θ is converged or the iteration number exceeds IterMax.
To speed up the learning procedure, we compute ED[ fi] of every (Q:,t−1,Q:,t), t = 2, . . . ,m








To compute EΘ[ fi], we have to do inference with the MRF with current parameters Θ.
To this end, we use the efficient Belief Propagation (BP) algorithm [66]. The detailed
algorithm for the spatio-temporal correlation learning with complete data algorithm is given
in Algorithm 5.
3.6.3 Spatio-Temporal Local Distribution Learning Algorithm from
Incomplete Data
When WSN data includes missing readings, Algorithm 5 simply does not work, due to that
feature functions become undefined when their input variables include no value.
To cope with this challenge, a simple approach is to “fill in” the missing sensor readings
arbitrarily first, then call Algorithm 5 as usual. The problem with such an approach is that
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the filled in default values introduces a bias that will be reflected in the spatio-temporal
distribution we learn.
A better approach is to first run probabilistic inference given a choice of parameters to get
the distribution of variables whose readings are missing and then use Algorithm 5 to update
the parameters.
Based on this simple idea, we propose a new algorithm that is capable for extracting
spatio-temporal distribution from highly incomplete WSN data. The new algorithm is an
instantiations of Expectation-Maximization algorithm. The detailed algorithm is given in
Algorithm 6.
Specifically, in the E-step, the algorithm use the current model Θ to determine the ex-
pected feature count with respect to the incomplete data, which has the similar rule of
ED[ fi]. For each pair of continues sensor readings (Q:,t−1,Q:,t), t = 2, . . . ,m, we first build
a model in which observed sensor readings are regarded as evidence. Then we compute
the expected feature count EP(h(i)|o(i),Θ)[ fi] and treat it as ED[ fi], where P(h(i)|o(i),Θ) is
the probability distribution of missing readings h(i) given observed readings o(i) for sen-
sor readings (Q:,t−1,Q:,t). Then, just like Equation (3.6.10), we can compute the average










With the average expected feature counts M̄Θ[ fi], we can perform an M-step by doing maxi-
mum likelihood parameter estimation. As an instantiations of EM algorithm, our algorithm
converges to an (at least local) optimum in the parameter space.
To get a better understanding of the performance on Algorithm 6, we extract the spatial
correlation knowledge (i.e. {θ SP1,1, . . . ,θ SPd,d} ∈ Θ) from data with different loss rates. Figure
3.3 shows that Algorithm 6 can learn the knowledge well from data even with 60% of
missing readings.
3.7 Probabilistic Model Enhanced Spatio-Temporal
Compressive Sensing
In this section, we will introduce the Probabilistic Model Enhanced Spatio-Temporal Com-
pressive Sensing (PMEST-CS) approach for environment reconstruction, by leveraging the
spatial and temporal distributional knowledge learned by the pair-wise MRF. To make the
discussion easier, we first briefly review the basic CS and ESTI-CS approaches in literature.
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Algorithm 6 Learning with incomplete data
INPUT: Sensor nodes number n, the number of times for measurement m, n×m raw sen-
sor readings matrix S, number of bits for quantization b, minimum spanning tree T ,
regularization parameter λ , learning rate α , maximum iteration number IterMax1 for
gradient descent, maximum iteration number IterMax2 for E-M steps,
OUTPUT: Learned parameter set Θ.
1: Initialize Θ = 0.
2: Quant(S) = Q.
3: repeat
4: Expectation-Step
5: for θi ∈Θ do




10: for θi ∈Θ do
11: Compute EΘ[ fi] according to Equation (3.6.8).
12: Compute regularization value r = λ ∗θi
13: Compute gradθi = EΘ[ fi]− M̄θ [ fi]+ r.
14: θi = θi−α ∗gradθi
15: end for
16: until Θ is converged or the iteration number exceeds IterMax1.
17: until Θ is converged or the iteration number exceeds IterMax2.
3.7.1 Compressive Sensing Based Approach Design
The standard compressive sensing estimation on EM X based SM S can be obtained by
solving following optimization problem:
minimize rank(X̂)
subject to X̂ ◦B = S.
(3.7.1)
Suppose X̂ has low rank k << min(n,m), we can factorize X̂ into the matrix product of a
tall thin n× k matrix L and a short thick k×m matrix R as follows:
X̂ = LR. (3.7.2)
If we substitute Equation (3.7.2) into optimization problem (3.7.1), we have the following
new optimization problem:
minimize rank(LR)
subject to B◦ (LR) = S.
(3.7.3)
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Unfortunately, the objective function rank(LR) in the above optimization problem is not
convex and we can not solve it efficiently. But if the BIM B satisfies the, so called, restricted
isometry property [67] and the rank of X̂ is less then the rank of LR then Equation (3.7.3) is
equivalent to the following convex optimization problem:
minimize ||L||2F + ||R||2F
subject to B◦ (LR) = S.
(3.7.4)
To avoid over-fitting, the following problem with regularization is solved instead:
minimize ||B◦ (LR)−S||2F +λ ∗ (||L||2F + ||R||2F). (3.7.5)
The parameter λ can be used to trade off between precise matching to the observation
and achieving low rank matrix.
3.7.2 ESTI-CS Approach
ESTI-CS method extends the standard CS by taking into account the idea of “spatial and
temporal stability”, i.e., the differences between the readings from two neighboring sensors
at the same time instance or from the same sensor between two time consecutive instances
should be very small [39].
To compute the spatial and temporal stability, two matrices H and T are introduced. For
a WSN, a graph G with sensors as nodes and Euclidean distance between sensors as the
edge weights is constructed. In the graph G, one of minimum spanning trees is selected and
its adjacent matrix is denoted as A. Then H is the n×n random walk normalized Laplacian
matrix of A and defined as follows:
H = I−D−1A, (3.7.6)
where I is identical matrix andD is the degree matrix of A. T is a m×m Toeplitz matrix
with the central diagonal given by ones and the first upper diagonal given by negative ones.
For a given EM X , matrix operation HX captures spatial difference between nearby sensors
and matrix operation XT captures the temporal difference of consequent readings of same
sensors.
Then the resulting ESTI-CS optimization problem is the following:
minimize ||B◦ (LR)−S||2F +λ ∗ (||L||2F + ||R||2F)
+||H(LR)||2F + ||(LR)T ||2F .
(3.7.7)
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Table 3.1: Selected datasets for spatio-temporal difference analysis.
Data Name Matrix Size Time Interval
Intel lab temperature 54 nodes × 1000 intervals 31 seconds
Intel lab light 54 nodes × 1000 intervals 31 seconds
Uppsala temperature 17 nodes × 1000 intervals 15 seconds
Uppsala light 13 nodes × 1000 intervals 15 seconds
By incorporating the term ||H(LR)||2F + ||(LR)T ||2F in the objective function, ESTI-CS is
trying to minimize the spatio-temporal difference in RM X̂ while it is reaching a low rank
approximation.
3.7.3 Our Approach: PMEST-CS
We now introduce our proposed probabilistic model enhanced compressive sensing method.
The main enhancement stems from the following two aspects.
3.7.3.1 Exploiting Sparsity in Spatio-temporal Difference
Many environment properties, such as temperature, light intensity and humidity, usually
remain stable in a short period of time. As a result, two measurements of a certain environ-
ment property at consequent two time instances are often close to each other. In the same
way, two places close to each other also share similar environment properties. Kong et al.
had already shown this phenomenon in their paper [39] for the ESTI-CS method. However,
they didn’t fully exploit the spatio-temporal difference features in their approach.
In order to better understand this problem, we conduct similar analysis on the selected
datasets as shown in Table 3.1. For each EM X , we again use matrix operation HX and XT
to capture the spatio-temporal difference of data. We normalize the result and summarize
their CDF in Figure 3.4. In Figure 3.4a, The X-axis presents the normalized difference
between values of one sensor and its direct neighbors on the minimum spanning tree. In
Figure 3.4b, The X-axis presents the normalized difference between values of one sensor
at two consequent time instances. Y-axis presents the cumulative probability. We observe
that, for any data set, at least 60% of spatial difference and 95% of temporal difference are
less than 0.2. From the analysis result, it is safe to argue that temporal differences in WSN
are sparse and spatial differences are close to sparse.
However, the penalty function on individual spatio-temporal difference introduced by the
square of Frobenius norm in ESTI-CS is actually L2 norm. It is well known that L2 norm
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Figure 3.4: Spatio-temporal difference analysis in selected real world datasets.
is not the best penalty function for usage when the signal is sparse or close to sparse. To
truly fully exploit the sparsity in spatio-temporal difference in WSN, the Smoothly Clipped
Absolute Deviation (SCAD) [68] penalty function or similar ones should be considered. Yet
it would leave the objective function non convex and make the problem hard to solve. In
this chapter, instead, we introduce L1 norm as the replacement of L2 norm. L1 norm is the
tightest convex surrogate of L0 norm which leads to sparse solution [69]. .
3.7.3.2 Enriching Observation Set by Probabilistic Model
Given available sensory data, statistical inference based on our probabilistic model (i.e.,
inference based on the learned spatial and temporal distributional knowledge) is able to
generate posterior probability distribution function of the missing readings. We denote
the posterior probability distribution function of ith sensor at tth time instance as pXi,t and
compute its expected sensor reading as E(pXi,t ) = ∑xi,t xi,t pXi,t (xi,t).
Intuitively, if we regard the expected sensor reading as the predicted value E(pXi,t ), then
we can then use the entropy H(pXi,t ) of the posterior probability distribution function pXi,t to
capture the uncertainty of the predicted reading by ith sensor at tth time instance. Moreover,
in Figure 3.5, we show the scatter plot between prediction error (i.e., |Xi,t −E(pXi,t )|) and
the entropy H(pXi,t ). We can see that prediction with a concentrated probability distribution
function (i.e., lower entropy) often corresponds to accurate prediction to Xi,t . The extreme
case would be those observed readings whose H(pXi,t ) = 0 and E(pXi,t ) = Xi,t . On the
other hand, predictions with a scatted probability distribution function or higher entropy are
usually inaccurate.
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Figure 3.5: Normalized entropy obtained by probabilistic model versus normalized error of
expected value when 50% data is missing.
After observing the connection between the prediction error and the entropy from the
posterior probability distribution function, the next question would be how to leverage this
connection to boost compressive sensing approach? The following compressive sensing
problem can make it happen:
minimize ||W ◦ (LR−E)||2F +λ ∗ (||L||2F + ||R||2F), (3.7.8)
where W and E are matrices with the same size of the EM X . Specifically, for the matrix E







where pU is the uniform distribution such that H(pU) represents the maximum entropy
H(pXi,t ). Intuitively, for a pair of sensor readings X1,t and X2,t , let’s assume H(pX1,t ) >
H(pX2,t ), i.e., E(pX1,t ) tends to have a higher chance of being erroneous (i.e., having higher
entropy). In this case, according the Equation (3.7.9), the matrix weights satisfy that W1,t <
W2,t . Since |X̂i,t −E(pXi,t )| measures the deviation of the restored reading X̂i,t from the
expected reading E(pXi,t ), in this case Problem (3.7.8) will impose more weight on the
deviation term |X̂2,t −E(pX2,t )| than |X̂1,t −E(pX1,t )|, in order to reduce the deviation from
the expected readings for those sensor readings (e.g., X2,t) of higher confident level (i.e.,
lower entropy).
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Moreover, the parameter k is used to tune the degree to which the posterior probability
distribution function based entropy measure should be integrated into compressive sensing.
A larger k means less importance. When the parameter k → +∞, Wi,t = 1 when Xi,t is
observed and Wi,t = 0 otherwise. In this case, Equation (3.7.8) degenerates to a standard
compressive sensing method without using the entropy measure. In this chapter, through
numerical evaluation we set k = 3 to achieve best performance.
Together with exploiting sparsity discussed in Section 3.7.3.1, we finally have our
PMEST-CS problem as follows:
minimize ||W ◦ (LR−E)||2F +λ ∗ (||L||2F + ||R||2F)
+||H(LR)||1 + ||(LR)T ||1,
(3.7.10)
where || • ||1 is the matrix element wise norm with p = 1 (i.e., L1 norm). For example,
||X ||1 = ∑i,t |Xi,t |.
3.7.3.3 Solving PMEST-CS Problem
Similar to the standard CS approach, we derive L and R using an alternative least square
procedure. Specifically, L and R are initialized as random matrix. Then we first treat one
of them as given constant and get another one by solving a convex (quadratic) program-
ming problem. Afterwards we swap their roles and solve the problem again. We continue
this procedure until L and R converge or the iteration time reach the threshold value. To
solve each sub problem, we used CVX, a package for specifying and solving convex pro-
grams [70, 71]. From the evaluation experience in Section 3.8, L and R converge after 5
iterations.
3.8 Evaluation
We next evaluate the performance of the proposed PMEST-CS method through numerical
studies. The evaluation contains two parts. First part evaluates the incomplete data learning
algorithm on generating effective probabilistic model. Second part evaluates the PMEST-
CS approach in environment reconstruction.
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Table 3.2: Selected datasets for probabilistic model learning form incomplete data.
Data Name Matrix Size Time Interval
Intel lab temperature 54 nodes × 120 intervals 31 seconds
Intel lab light 54 nodes × 120 intervals 31 seconds
Uppsala temperature 17 nodes × 400 intervals 15 seconds
Table 3.3: Selected datasets for environment reconstruction.
Data Name Matrix Size Time Interval
Intel lab temperature 54 nodes × 100 intervals 31 seconds
Intel lab light 54 nodes × 100 intervals 31 seconds
Uppsala temperature 17 nodes × 100 intervals 15 seconds
Uppsala light 13 nodes × 100 intervals 15 seconds
3.8.1 Incomplete Data Driven Model Training
To understand the relationship between the quality of learned probabilistic model and the
severity of the missing data, we build nine different models based on incomplete data with
loss rate ranging from 10% to 90%. Then we use these models for environment reconstruc-
tion, where the percentages of missing readings also range from 10% to 90%. We use the
dataset in Table 3.2. For Intel lab data, we use first 100 time instance data for training and
use the remaining ones for testing. For Intel Uppsala data, we use first 300 time instance
data for training and use the remaining ones for testing. Other settings on the Algorithm 6
are given as the following:
• IterMax = 200, IterMax1 = 20, IterMax2 = 10;
• λ = 0.03;
• α = 0.051+0.05∗iter .
The result is given in Figure 3.6. We observe that the learned models from incomplete
data can achieve comparable performance with those model learned from complete data
until 50% of data loss for Intel temperature, 30% of data loss for Intel light and 70% of
data loss for Uppsala temperature. The result is showing that even with a considerable
percentage of data loss, the incomplete data learning algorithm can generate high quality
models which is comparable with the models trained on complete data.



































































Figure 3.6: Loss data prediction application based on learned model from incomplete data
with random loss rate from 10% to 90%.
3.8.2 Environment Reconstruction
In this section, we run simulation on environment reconstruction with different compressive
sensing algorithms. Detailed information on the environment matrix has to be restored are
given in Table 3.3 and simulation results are given in Figure 3.7. The percentages of missing
readings again range from 10% to 90%.
Figure 3.7 shows that PMEST-CS outperforms the ESTI-CS and standard CS approaches
in every setting of simulation. Especially when the data loss rate is extremely high, such
as 95%, the PMEST-CS degenerate slower than other two methods. Specifically, for Intel
lab temperature dataset, PMEST-CS can achieve 30% accuracy improvement compared to
ESTI-CS approach when data loss rate is equal or higher than 90%.
To visualize the restoration effect obtained by different CS methods, we reconstruction
the Uppsala light intensity EM from data with 60% of random loss. Figure 3.8 demon-
strates that PMEST-CS is able to restore the missing data much better than CS and ESTI-CS
method can.
3.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a new CS-based approach for environment reconstruction
problem in WSN. By exploiting the sparsity in spatio-temporal difference and introducing
additional informative “observations” with probabilistic model, the proposed PMEST-CS
method can achieve superior performance than the state of the art methods. We also pro-
posed a new learning algorithm which can efficiently learn probabilistic model from highly
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(a) Intel lab temperature.



















(b) Intel lab light intensity.






































(d) Uppsala light intensity.
Figure 3.7: Performance of different CS-based algorithms on environment reconstruction.
incomplete data. Experimental results corroborate PMEST-CS method is very efficient and
can achieve significant reconstruction quality gain over the state of the art CS-based meth-
ods.





























































Figure 3.8: Uppsala light intensity data and its restoration with 60% data loss rate by differ-
ent CS-based environment reconstruction methods.

Chapter4
Rating Network Paths for Locality-Aware
Overlay Construction and Routing
This chapter investigates the rating of network paths, i.e. acquiring quantized measures of
path properties such as round-trip time and available bandwidth. Comparing to fine-grained
measurements, coarse-grained ratings are appealing in that they are not only informative
but also cheap to obtain.
Motivated by this insight, we firstly address the scalable acquisition of path ratings by
statistical inference. By observing similarities to recommender systems, we examine the
applicability of solutions to recommender system and show that our inference problem can
be solved by a class of matrix factorization techniques.
Then, we investigate the usability of rating-based network measurement and inference in
applications. A case study is performed on whether locality awareness can be achieved for
overlay networks of Pastry and BitTorrent using inferred ratings. We show that such
coarse-grained knowledge can improve the performance of peer selection and that finer
granularities do not always lead to larger improvements.
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4.1 Introduction
Network measurement is a fundamental problem in the heart of the networking research.
Over the years, various tools have been developed to acquire path properties such as round-
trip time (RTT), available bandwidth (ABW) and packet loss rate, etc [24]. As in most
scientific disciplines, the common sense in the field is that a measurement should be made
as fine-grained and accurate as possible. This is considered necessary to enable quantitative
analysis of network performance.
However, recent advances in emerging Internet services have created numerous situations
where coarse-grained measurements can be leveraged and may even be preferred. A typical
example is Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Overlay Networks [72] where a common design is to use
Intelligent Peer Selection to improve traffic locality [41], i.e. encourage more communica-
tions between “nearby” nodes, with connections of small RTT or high ABW. The objective
is thus to find “good-enough” paths for overlay construction and routing, which can be well
served by using coarse-grained network measurement.
Motivated by this insight, this chapter investigates the rating of network paths, i.e. ac-
quiring quantized path properties represented by ordinal numbers of 1,2,3, . . ., with larger
value indicating better performance. Although coarse-grained, ordinal ratings are appealing
for the following reasons:
• Ratings carry sufficient information that already fulfills the requirements of many
applications.
• Ratings are rough measures that are cheaper to obtain than exact property values.
• Ratings can be encoded in a few bits, saving storage and transmission costs.
A practical issue of rating-based network measurement is the efficient acquisition on large
networks. While cheap for a single path, it is still infeasible to rate all paths in a network by
active probing due to the quadratic complexity. The scalability issue has been successfully
addressed by statistical inference that measures a few paths and predicts the properties of
the other paths where no direct measurements are made [25–33]. Inspired by these studies,
a particular focus of this chapter is network inference of ratings: how ratings of network
paths can be accurately predicted. An interesting observation is that the inference problem
resembles the problem of recommender systems which studies the prediction of preferences
of users to items [40]. If we consider a path property as a “friendship” measure between
end nodes, then intelligent peer selection can be viewed as a “friend” recommendation task.
This seemingly trivial connection has the great benefit to leverage the rapid progresses in
machine learning and investigate the applicability of various solutions to recommender sys-
tems for network inference. Our studies show that a class of matrix factorization techniques
are suitable for network inference and achieved good results that are known to be acceptable
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for recommendation tasks.
Another practical issue on rating-based network measurement is the usability in appli-
cations. Two questions need to be answered, the first of which is whether the inference
of ratings is accurate enough to be exploited by applications and the second of which is
how to determine a proper granularity. While a coarser granularity means rougher and
thus cheaper measurement, it also means more information losses which may hurt the per-
formance of applications. Answers to these questions are critical in the design of system
architecture, particularly for P2P applications where the knowledge of locality plays an
important role [35, 41, 42].
Thus, we answer these two questions by investigating quantitatively the impacts of both
the inaccuracy of the inference and the granularity. For the case study, we consider locality-
aware overlay construction and routing where locality refers to the proximity between net-
work nodes according to some path property such as RTT or ABW. More specifically, we
performed the study on Pastry [42] and BitTorrent [35], which are typical structured and un-
structured overlay networks and are known to enjoy the property of locality awareness, and
evaluated the performance of overlay construction and routing, with the knowledge of lo-
cality obtained via network inference of ratings. Our studies show that while the knowledge
of inferred ratings can improve the performance of peer selection, finer granularities do not
always lead to larger improvements. For example, our simulations on various datasets show
that the performance of peer selection improves very little when the rating level reaches 24.
Thus, this chapter makes the following contributions:
• We investigate the rating-based network measurement that acquires quantized path
properties represented by ordinal numbers. Such representation not only is informa-
tive but also reduces measurement, storage and transmission costs.
• We investigate the scalable acquisition of ratings by network inference. We highlight
similarities between network inference and recommender systems and examine the
applicability of solutions from this latter domain to network inference. In particular,
we show that our inference problem can be solved by a class of matrix factorization
techniques.
• We perform a case study on locality-aware overlay construction and routing to
demonstrate the usability of rating-based network measurement and inference in P2P
applications.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces related work.
Section 4.3 describes the properties and the rating of network paths. Section 4.4 introduces
network inference by a class of matrix factorization techniques. Section 4.5 introduces the
case study on locality-aware overlay construction and routing. Section 4.6 gives conclusions
and future work.
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4.2 Related Work
4.2.1 Inference of Network Path Properties
Network inference has been studied for over a decade, and numerous approaches have been
developed. For example, GNP [25] and Vivaldi [26] solved the inference of RTT by Eu-
clidean embedding, while tomography-based approaches such as TOM [27], Network Krig-
ing [28] and NetQuest [29] used linear algebraic methods and the routing tables to infer
additive properties such as RTT and packet loss rate. Although interesting in different as-
pects, these approaches are limited only to certain path properties and/or rely on the routing
information of the network which is expensive to obtain for applications.
To overcome these constraints, a recent advance was made in [32, 33] that formulated
network inference as a matrix completion problem. A class of algorithms called DMFSGD
was proposed and showed improved accuracy and flexibility in dealing with various prop-
erties including the non-additive ABW. Matrix completion is suitable for network inference
because it exploits the correlations between measurements of different paths [27,28,33,73]
and has also been used for other problems such as network traffic estimation [74–76].
All above-mentioned work focused on the prediction of exact measurement values, ex-
cept [32] which classified path properties into binary classes of either “good” or “bad”.
This chapter goes further and is the first to investigate rating-based network measurement
and inference. Ratings are measures in between property values and binary classes: on
the one hand, they are more informative than binary classes; on the other hand, they are
advantageous over property values due to the coarse-grained measurement.
4.2.2 Locality-Aware Overlay Networks
There are two classes of overlay networks: structured and unstructured [72]. The former
places content deterministically at specified locations according to the Distributed Hash Ta-
ble (DHT) which makes subsequent queries efficient. The latter organizes peers more ran-
domly and uses flooding or random walks to query content. Examples of structured systems
are Kademlia [77], Chord [78] and Pastry [42], and those of unstructured are Freenet [79],
Gnutella [80] and BitTorrent [35].
For both structured and unstructured overlay networks, a desired property is locality-
awareness which makes communications as local as possible. Such a property is important
for P2P applications because it can reduce cross-domain traffic, avoid congestions and im-
prove service performance [41]. It is recognized that locality-awareness can be achieved via
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intelligent peer selection whereby dense connections are enforced between nodes that are
well connected to each other, i.e., short in terms of RTT or wide in terms of ABW. While
the effectiveness of intelligent peer selection has been repeatedly justified [41, 81, 82], this
chapter is the first to study whether locality-awareness can be achieved, in both structured
and unstructured overlay networks, using rough and inaccurate knowledge of network prox-
imity obtained via network inference of ratings.
4.3 Properties and Rating of Network Paths
4.3.1 Properties of Network Paths
While ultimately the performance of a network path should be judged by the quality of
service (QoS) perceived by end users, it is important to define an objective metric that
is directly measurable without user interventions. Among the commonly-used path prop-
erties mentioned earlier, this chapter only discusses round-trip time (RTT) and available
bandwidth (ABW) due to the availability of such data and the relatively rare occurrence of
packets losses in the Internet [24].
4.3.1.1 Round-Trip Time (RTT)
The RTT is one of the oldest and most commonly-used network measurements due partially
to its ease of acquisition by using ping with little measurement overhead, i.e., few ICMP
echo request and response packets between the sender and the target node. Although the
one-way forward and reverse delays are not exactly the same due e.g. to the routing policies,
the RTTs between two network nodes can be treated as symmetric.
4.3.1.2 Available Bandwidth (ABW)
The ABW is the remaining capacity of the bottleneck link on a path. Many comparative
studies have shown that tools based on self-induced congestion are generally more accu-
rate [24, 83]. The principle states that if the probing rate exceeds the available bandwidth
over the path, then the probe packets become queued at some router, resulting in an in-
creased transfer time. The ABW can then be estimated as the minimum probing rate that
creates congestions or queuing delays. To this end, pathload [84] sends trains of UDP pack-
ets at a constant rate and adjusts the rate from train to train until congestions are observed
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at the target node, while pathchirp [85] reduces the probe traffic by varying the probe rate
within a train exponentially.
Comparing to the RTT, the ABW measurement is much more costly and less accurate.
For example, many studies revealed the pitfalls and the uncertainties of the ABW mea-
surement [83, 86, 87]. In this chapter, we ignore these measurement issues and investigate
how network inference can be performed1 for ABW using a publicly available dataset [2]
in which the measurements were acquired by pathchirp, a fairly accurate and widely-used
tool [83]. In contrast to the RTT, the ABW is asymmetric and its measurement is inferred
at the target node.
4.3.2 Rating of Network Paths
Generally, ratings can be acquired by vector quantization that partitions the range of the path
property into R bins using R−1 thresholds, denoted by τ = {τ1, . . . ,τR−1}, and determines
to which bins property values belong. The thresholds can be chosen evenly or unevenly
according to the data distribution or the requirements of applications. For example, Google
TV requires a broadband speed of 2.5Mbps or more for streaming movies and 10Mbps for
High Definition contents [88]. Accordingly, τ = {2.5Mbps,10Mbps} can be defined for
ABW to separate paths of rating 1, 2 and 3.
Rating by quantization is directly applicable to RTTs whose measurements are cheap. For
the ABW, it is preferable to directly obtain the rating measures without the explicit acquisi-
tion of the values in order to reduce measurement overhead. In general, as data acquisition
undergoes the accuracy-versus-cost dilemma, stating that accuracy always comes at a cost,
coarse-grained measurements are always cheaper to obtain than fine-grained ones. The ad-
vantage of the low measurement cost holds particularly for ABW whose measurement is
costly.
Note that when R = 2, rating degenerates to binary classification of network paths which
was studied in [32]. When R is very large, rating approaches the measurement of property
values, which was studied in [33]. Thus, R results from a trade-off between the granularity
and the measurement costs. A larger R means finer granularity but at the cost of more
measurement overheads, and vice versa. Nevertheless, we will fix R = 5 in Section 4.4
where we examine the applicability of solutions to recommender systems. Such a choice is
natural because it corresponds to the commonly-used 5-star rating system which categorizes
performance into 5 discrete levels of “very poor”, “poor”, “ordinary”, “good” and “very
good” quality . We will study the impact of different choices of R in Section 4.5.
1Strictly speaking, we do not infer the property of a path. Instead, we infer the property value that should have
been obtained by some measurement tool.












































(b) A matrix with some missing entries is formed.
Figure 4.1: A matrix completion view of network inference. In (b), the blue entries are
measured path properties and the green ones are missing. Note that the diagonal
entries are empty as they represent the performance of the path from each node
to itself which carries no information.
4.4 Network Inference of Ratings
This section describes the scalable acquisition of ratings on large networks by statistical
inference.
4.4.1 Problem Statement
Formally, the inference problem is stated as follows. Consider a network of n end nodes, and
define a path to be a routing path between a pair of end nodes. There are O(n2) paths in the
network, and we wish to monitor a small subset of paths so that the performance of all other
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paths can be estimated. Note that here we seek to infer ratings, instead of values, of path
properties. Besides reducing the measurement overheads, another motivation of network
inference is that we can estimate the properties of those paths which are not measurable due
e.g. to the lack of experimental controls.
This inference problem has a matrix completion form where a partially observed matrix
is to be completed [89]. In this context, a matrix, denoted by X , is constructed, with its
entry xi j being the rating of the path from node i to node j. Each node randomly probes a
few other nodes and measures the ratings of the paths to them. The measurements are put in
the corresponding entries of X , and the missing entries are the ratings of those unmeasured
paths and need to be estimated, illustrated in Figure 4.1. Note that X is a square matrix
when it contains the performance of all pairwise paths in a network. However, for situations
where one set of nodes in a network probe another set of nodes in the same or a different
network, X becomes non-square. Such situations arise in content distribution networks
(CDNs) where a set of users probe a set of servers [90].
In order for network inference to be feasible, network measurements on different paths
have to be correlated with or dependent on each other. Otherwise, the inference would be
impossible or suffer from large errors, regardless the inference schemes used. The correla-
tions between network measurements exist, because Internet paths with nearby end nodes
often overlap or share bottleneck links due to the simple topology of the Internet core. The
redundancy of link usage across paths causes the performance of many paths to be corre-
lated [27–29]. For example, the congestion at a certain link causes the delays of all paths
that traverse this link to increase jointly. A direct consequence of such correlations is that
the related performance matrix occurs to have a low-rank characteristic [33, 73] which fur-
ther enables the inference problem to be solved by matrix factorization techniques, shown
in the following sections. The low-rank characteristic of performance matrices of RTT and
ABW is illustrated by the spectral plots in Figure 4.2. It can be seen that the singular
values of these matrices decrease fast, which is an empirical justification of the low-rank
phenomenon.
4.4.2 Connections to Recommender Systems
The problem of network inference bears strong similarities to the problem of recommender
systems which predicts the preference of users to items such as music, books, or movies [40,
91]. Table 4.1 shows an example of a recommender system. Consider that network nodes
are users and that each node treats other nodes as items or “friends”. The performance of
a network path is then actually a “friendship” measure of how one end node would like to
contact the other end node of the path. In particular, the task of intelligent peer selection can
be viewed as a “friend” recommendation task. Guided by this insight the rapid advances
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Figure 4.2: The singular values of a 2255×2255 RTT matrix, extracted from the Meridian
dataset [1], and a 201×201 ABW matrix, extracted from the HP-S3 dataset [2],
and of their corresponding rating matrices. The rating matrices are obtained by
thresholding the measurement matrices with τ = {20%,40%,60%,80%} per-
centiles of each dataset. The singular values are normalized so that the largest
ones equal 1.
made for recommender systems can be applied to our inference problem.
Table 4.1: An example of a recommender system.
item1 item2 item3 item4 item5 item6
user1 5 3 4 1 ? ?
user2 5 3 4 1 5 2
user3 5 ? 4 1 5 3
user4 1 3 2 5 1 4
user5 4 ? 4 4 4 ?
In particular, research on recommender systems was largely motivated by the Netflix prize
which was an open competition initiated in 2006 for algorithms that predict the preference,
quantized by the 5-star rating system, of users to movies [92]. A grand prize of one million
dollar was to be given to the first algorithm that improves the accuracy of Netflix’s own
algorithm cinematch by 10%. The prize had attracted a lot of efforts and attempts before it
was given to the BellKor’s Pragmatic Chaos team in 2009 which achieved an improvement
of 10.21%. In what follows, the prize-winning solution is called BPC. Specifically, BPC
integrated two classes of techniques based on neighborhood models and on matrix factor-
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ization. Neighborhood models exploit the similarities between users and between items.
For example, two users are considered similar if they rate a set of items similarly. Mean-
while, two items are considered similar if they are given similar ratings by a set of users.
Although interesting, neighborhood models are infeasible for network inference, because,
to compute the similarities between network nodes, they must probe a number of common
nodes, which is impossible when the nodes being probed are randomly selected2. Thus, we
focus below on the matrix factorization models in BPC.
4.4.3 Matrix Factorization
Matrix factorization (MF) exploits the low-rank nature of matrices of real-world data. Math-
ematically, a n by n matrix of rank r, where r n, has only r non-zero singular values and
it can be factorized as
X =UV T , (4.4.1)
where U and V are matrices of size n× r. In practice, due to data noise, X is often full-rank
but with a rank r dominant component. That is, X has only r significant singular values and
the other ones are negligible. In this case, a rank-r matrix X̂ can be found that approximates
X with high accuracy, i.e.,
X ≈ X̂ =UV T . (4.4.2)
MF can be used for solving the problem of matrix completion, which generally minimizes
an objective function of the following form:
min ∑
i j∈Ω
l(xi j,uivTj ), (4.4.3)
where Ω is the set of observed entries, xi j is the i jth entry of X , and ui and v j are the ith and
jth row of U and of V respectively. l is a loss function that penalizes the difference between
the two inputs. In words, we search for (U,V ) so that X̂ =UV T best approximates X at the
observed entries in Ω . The unknown entries in X are predicted by
x̂i j = uivTj , for i j /∈Ω . (4.4.4)
Note that x̂i j is real-valued and has to be rounded to the closest integer in the range of {1,R}
for ordinal rating. Figure 4.3 illustrates MF for matrix completion.
Below, we introduce various MF models that were integrated in BPC including RMF,
MMMF and NMF.
2However, if we accept to depart from a fully distributed solution to the problem, it is possible to deploy some
landmark nodes in the network for other nodes to probe. Thus, each node knows its performance information
to/from the common landmarks. In such situations, the neighborhood models become applicable and are
interesting to study, which is left as future work.











Figure 4.3: Matrix factorization.
4.4.3.1 RMF











The second term is the regularization which restricts the norm of U and V so as to prevent
overfitting, and λ is the regularization coefficient.
4.4.3.2 MMMF
Max-margin matrix factorization (MMMF) solves the inference problem by ordinal regres-
sion [93] which relates the real-valued estimate x̂i j to the ordinal rating xi j by using R− 1
thresholds {θ1, . . . ,θR−1}. More specifically, MMMF requires the following constraint to
be satisfied for each xi j, i j ∈Ω ,
θc−1 < x̂i j = uivTj 6 θc, for xi j = c, 1 6 c 6 R. (4.4.6)
For simplicity of notation θ0 =−∞ and θR =+∞. In words, the value of x̂i j does not matter,
as long as it falls in the range of {θc−1,θc} for xi j = c, 1 6 c 6 R. Here we set the thresholds
as {1.5,2.5,3.5,4.5} for R = 5. Thus, the constraint in eq. 4.4.6 means that, for example, if
xi j = 2, then it is required that 1.5 < x̂i j < 2.5 so that x̂i j will be rounded to 2. Whether x̂i j
is 2, 2.2 or 1.6 makes no difference.
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Thus, we penalize the violation of the constraint in eq. 4.4.6 for each xi j and minimize













where T ci j = 1 if xi j > c and −1 otherwise. Essentially, the objective function in eq. 4.4.7
consists of R− 1 binary classification losses, each of which compares an estimate x̂i j with
a threshold θc in {θ1, . . . ,θR−1}. For example, for xi j = 2, it is required that x̂i j > 1.5
and x̂i j < 2.5, x̂i j < 3.5, x̂i j < 4.5. Each violation of these four constraints is penalized by
l(T ci j,θc−uivTj ), with
T ci j =
{
−1 for c = 1
1 for 2 6 c 6 4
(4.4.8)
indicating the correct sign of (θc−uivTj ).
Note that l in eq. 4.4.7 can be any classification loss function, among which the smooth
hinge loss function is used [93], defined as
l(x, x̂) =

0 if xx̂ > 1
1
2(1− xx̂)2 if 0 < xx̂ < 1
1
2 − xx̂ if xx̂ 6 0
(4.4.9)
4.4.3.3 NMF
Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [94] incorporates an additional constraint that all
entries in U and V have to be non-negative so as to ensure the non-negativity of X̂ . Besides,
NMF uses the divergence as the loss function, defined as





− xi j + x̂i j). (4.4.10)
Thus, NMF solves






i ), s.t. (U,V )> 0. (4.4.11)
4.4.3.4 MF Ensembles
Instead of using one of these MF models, BPC integrated all of them in an ensemble frame-
work, which is the root of its success. The idea is to learn multiple predictors simulta-
neously, by using different MF models (RMF, MMMF and NMF) and by setting different
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parameters for each MF model, and combines their outputs, by voting or averaging, for
prediction [95, 96]. Intuitively, the power of ensemble methods comes from the “wisdom
of the crowd”, which says that a large group’s aggregated answer to a question is generally
found to be as good as, and often better than, the answer given by any of the individuals
within the group [97].
Besides improving accuracy, ensemble models allow to compute the variance of each
prediction, by computing the variance of the predictions by different predictors. Variance
indicates the uncertainty of the prediction: large variance means that different predictors
disagree with each other and we are thus less certain about the combined prediction3. Such
information can be exploited in e.g. intelligent peer selection so that we can choose, among
nodes with high ratings, those with small variance as they are more certain.
4.4.4 MF for Network Inference
4.4.4.1 Inference By Stochastic Gradient Descent
We adopted Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) for solving all MF models. In short, we
pick xi j in Ω randomly and update ui and v j by gradient descent to reduce the difference
between xi j and uivTj . SGD is particularly suitable for network inference, because mea-
surements can be acquired on demand and processed locally at each node. We refer the
interested readers to [32, 33] for the details of the inference by SGD.
4.4.4.2 Neighbor Selection
We also adopted the common architecture that each node randomly selects k nodes to probe,
called neighbors in the sequel. That is, each node measures the properties of the paths from
itself to the k neighbors and predicts the other paths by using MF-based inference schemes.
The choice of k is the result of a trade-off between accuracy and measurement overhead.
On one hand, increasing k always improves accuracy as we measure more and infer less.
On the other hand, the more we measure, the higher the overhead is. Thus, we vary k for
networks of different sizes so as to control the number of paths being monitored to be a
certain percentage of the total number of paths in a network. In particular, we require k
to be no smaller than 10 so that a certain amount of information about the performance
3While we build our confidence on the variance of a prediction, it does not mean that smaller variance leads
to better accuracy. Instead, it means that the combined prediction makes more sense if the variance is small,
i.e. if different predictors agree with each other.
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at each node is guaranteed. This leads to less than 5% of available measurements for a
network of about two hundred nodes, which is the smallest dataset we used in the chapter.
For large networks of a few thousand nodes, we increase k so that about 1% of the paths are
monitored. As the largest dataset we used in this chapter has less than 5000 nodes, k is no
larger than 50. We consider that such setting of k leads to sparse available measurements
that is affordable for large networks.
4.4.4.3 Rank r
The rank r is an important parameter and can only be determined empirically. On the one
hand, r has to be large enough so that the dominant components in X are kept. On the
other hand, a higher-rank matrix has less redundancies and requires more data to recover,
increasing measurement overheads. Our experiments show that empirically, r = 10 is a
good choice, given the sparse available measurements.
4.4.5 Comparison of Different MF Models
This section compares different MF models on our network inference problem. In the eval-
uations, we set R = 5, which was also used in the Netflix prize.
The comparison was then performed on the following publicly available datasets:
• Harvard contains dynamic RTT measurements, with timestamps, between 226
Azureus clients deployed on PlanetLab [98];
• Meridian contains static RTT measurements between 2500 network nodes obtained
from the Meridian project [1];
• HP-S3 contains static ABW measurements between 231 PlanetLab nodes [2].
• YouTube contains static RTT measurements from 441 PlanetLab nodes to 4816
YouTube servers [90].
In the simulations, the static measurements in Meridian, HP-S3 and YouTube are used in
random order, whereas the dynamic measurements in Harvard are used in time order ac-
cording to the timestamp of each measurement.
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which was used in the Netflix prize. As RMSE is the average estimation error, the smaller
it is, the better.
4.4.5.1 Obtaining Ratings
The first step is to obtain ratings on a scale of {1,5} from the raw measurements. To this
end, the range of a path property is partitioned by the rating threshold τ = {τ1, . . . ,τ4}. τ is
set by two strategies:
• Strategy 1: set τ by the {20%,40%,60%,80%} percentiles of each dataset.
– Harvard: τ = {48.8,92.2,177.2,280.3}ms
– Meridian: τ = {31.6,47.3,68.6,97.9}ms
– HP-S3: τ = {12.7,34.5,48.8,77.9}Mbps
– YouTube: τ = {38.1,91.1,131.3,192.4}ms
• Strategy 2: partition evenly the range between 0 and a large value manually selected
for each dataset.
– Harvard: τ = {75,150,225,300}ms
– Meridian: τ = {25,50,75,100}ms
– HP-S3: τ = {20,40,60,80}Mbps
– YouTube: τ = {50,100,150,200}ms
4.4.5.2 Results
Throughout the chapter, the MF parameters are set as follows: for RMF, MMMF and NMF,
the regularization coefficient λ = 0.1 and the rank r = 10. For MF ensembles, we generated
for each MF model (RMF, MMMF and NMF) 6 predictors using different parameters, i.e.
r ranges from 10 to 100 and λ ranges from 0.01 to 1, as described in [96]. For the neighbor
number, k = 10 for Harvard of 226 nodes, leading to about 4.42% available measurements;
k = 32 for Meridian of 2500 nodes, leading to about 1.28% available measurements; k =
10 for HP-S3 of 231 nodes, leading to about 4.33% available measurements; k = 50 for
YouTube of 4816 servers, leading to about 1.04% available measurements. Thus, we collect
k measurements at each node and perform the inference using different MF models. The
evaluation was done by comparing the inferred ratings of those unmeasured paths with their
true ratings, calculated by RMSE defined above.
Table 4.2 shows the RMSEs achieved by different MF models and on different datasets.
We can see that while RMF generally outperforms MMMF and NMF, MF ensembles per-
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form the best at the cost of more computational overheads due to the maintenance of multi-
ple MF predictors. Note that all MF models achieved fairly accurate results with the RMSE
less than 1. In comparison, for the dataset in the Netflix prize, the RMSE achieved by the
Netflix’s cinematch algorithm is 0.9525 and that by BPC is 0.8567 [92]. While the RMSEs
on different datasets are not comparable, it shows that in practice, the prediction with an
accuracy of the RMSE less than 1 for ratings on a scale of {1,5} is already accurate enough
to be used for recommendation tasks. Note that from Table 4.2, it appears that Strategy 2
which partitions the range of the property evenly produced smaller RMSEs than Strategy 1
which set τ by certain percentiles of the data. However, the RMSEs by different strategies
are not comparable, because the evaluations were performed on different rating data gen-
erated by different strategies. Nevertheless, Strategy 2 may create unbalanced portions of
ratings. For example, we may have no path of rating 1 but a lot of paths of rating 2, which
will never occur for Strategy 1. For this reason, Strategy 1 is used by default in the rest of
the chapter.
Table 4.2: RMSE on different datasets.
τ: Strategy 1 Harvard Meridian HP-S3 YouTube
RMF 0.934 0.831 0.675 0.923
MMMF 0.969 0.863 0.686 0.957
NMF 0.977 0.904 0.682 0.969
MF Ensembles 0.920 0.821 0.661 0.901
τ: Strategy 2 Harvard Meridian HP-S3 YouTube
RMF 0.920 0.776 0.669 0.910
MMMF 0.919 0.810 0.670 0.944
NMF 0.932 0.829 0.674 0.961
MF Ensembles 0.904 0.766 0.653 0.873
Overall, RMF is lightweight and suits well for online deployment in P2P applications, and
is thus used in Section 4.5 for the case study on overlay construction and routing. Table 4.3
shows the confusion matrices achieved by RMF on the four datasets. In these matrices, each
column represents the predicted ratings, while each row represents the actual ratings. Thus,
the diagonal entries represent the percentage of the correct prediction, and the off-diagonal
entries represent the percentage of “confusions” or mis-ratings. For example, the entry at
(2,2) represents the percentage of the rating-2 paths which are correctly predicted as rating-
2, and the entry at (2,3) represents the percentage of the rating-2 paths which are wrongly
predicted as rating-3, i.e. the confusions from rating-2 to rating-3. It can be seen that while
there are mis-ratings, most of them have a small error of |xi j− x̂i j| = 1, marked as shaded
entries in the confusion matrices in Table 4.3. This means that the mis-ratings are under
control. For example, a rating-5 path may be wrongly predicted as 4, but seldom as 3, 2 or
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1, since the entries at (5,3), (5,2) and (5,1) in all confusion matrices are small.
Table 4.3: Confusion matrices.
Harvard
Predicted
1 2 3 4 5
Actual
1 68% 28% 2% 1% 1%
2 18% 60% 20% 1% 1%
3 3% 13% 66% 17% 1%
4 3% 4% 16% 67% 10%
5 3% 3% 5% 43% 46%
Meridian
Predicted
1 2 3 4 5
Actual
1 78% 18% 3% 1% 0%
2 8% 59% 30% 3% 0%
3 1% 18% 60% 20% 1%
4 1% 3% 33% 59% 4%
5 1% 1% 12% 59% 27%
HP-S3
Predicted
1 2 3 4 5
Actual
1 92% 6% 1% 1% 0%
2 11% 65% 22% 2% 0%
3 1% 20% 68% 11% 0%
4 0% 3% 33% 58% 6%
5 0% 1% 10% 55% 34%
YouTube
Predicted
1 2 3 4 5
Actual
1 80% 17% 1% 1% 1%
2 13% 66% 20% 1% 0%
3 2% 13% 69% 15% 0%
4 3% 8% 33% 52% 4%
5 2% 7% 12% 46% 32%
Note that we also evaluated another matrix completion method, namely LMaFit4, which
was used in [74] for traffic matrix completion and found that it performed much worse than
the MFs used in this chapter. For example, the RMSE by LMaFit on Meridian, HP-S3
and YouTube are 1.357, 1.139 and 1.422 respectively. Note also that many general matrix
completion methods including LMaFit take as input an incomplete matrix and make updates
4The source code is downloaded from http://lmafit.blogs.rice.edu/.
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on the entire matrix. This means that they can not process the dynamic measurements in the
Harvard dataset, nor can they be decentralized. It is however worth mentioning that LMaFit
runs much faster than the MFs based on SGD.
4.4.5.3 Observations
Our experiments reveal a useful effect of ordinal rating. In practice, MF is known to be
sensitive to outliers such as those unusually large and small values in the datasets. However,
as ratings are quantized measures, measurement outliers are naturally handled by truncating
the large and small property values to 1 and R. A direct consequence is that MF becomes
insensitive to parameter settings, as the inputs are always in a relatively small and fixed
range.
In the experiments, we observed that there exist nodes which have a poor rating with all
their k neighbors. The likely reason is that those nodes have a poor access link, i.e. the
link by which a node is connected to the Internet core is the bottleneck, which causes all
connected paths to perform poorly. Thus, we calculate the mean rating and the standard
deviation of the measured paths associated with each node, denoted by µi and σi. If σi is
small, we do not consider that node i provides useful information about the performance
of the network, and will simply predict the ratings of all paths of node i as µi. In our
datasets, the non-informative nodes are rare (i.e. no more than 10 in each dataset), and thus
the “mean rating” trick improved the accuracy only slightly. However, we incorporate it to
detect non-informative nodes so that they won’t pose a problem in any case.
4.4.5.4 Discussions on Scalability
The MF models have proved to work well for recommender systems on extremely large
matrices such as the one in the Netflix prize. Thus, there is no scalability issue when run-
ning MFs on performance matrices constructed on networks even with millions of nodes.
However, two practical questions need to be answered when deploying MFs on real, large
networks:
• How many measurements are required to make predictions with a decent accuracy,
i.e., an RMSE at least smaller than 1?
• How fast do MFs run on such a large matrix?
Regarding the first question, a theory in matrix completion states that a n×n matrix of rank
r can be exactly or accurately recovered, with high probability, from as few as O(nrlog(n))
randomly sampled entries [89]. This means that each node would have to probe O(rlog(n))
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neighbors, which scales fairly well in theory. Nevertheless, we are interested in evalu-
ating whether such a bound holds or is required for MF-based network inference on large
networks. Regarding the second question, it is known that MFs based on SGD are computa-
tionally efficient, as SGD involves only vector operations [32,33], and empirically converge
fast for large matrices, as demonstrated in BPC. We leave the study of these issues as future
work, because it would require really large-scale network measurement data.
4.5 Case Study: Locality-Aware Overlay Construction and
Routing
With the techniques of rating-based network measurement and inference presented above,
the remaining issue is the usability in Internet applications. There are two questions to be
answered:
• While Section 4.4.5 shows that the inference by various MF models can achieve at
least an accuracy of RMSE less than 1, it is natural to ask whether such an accuracy
is acceptable for applications.
• It is critical to choose a proper granularity for rating network paths, because although
a finer granularity leads to more informative measurement, it also means more mea-
surement overheads which may overweigh the benefit of exploiting the knowledge of
network proximity. Thus, it is also natural to ask whether more fine-grained ratings
always improve the performance of applications.
To answer these questions, we perform a case study on locality-aware overlay construc-
tion and routing and investigate whether locality-awareness can be achieved by using in-
ferred ratings of path properties such as RTT and ABW. More specifically, we consider Pas-
try [42] and BitTorrent [35] which are typical structured and unstructured overlay networks
and are known to enjoy the property of locality-awareness. Both Pastry and BitTorrent rely
on an outside program that acquires network path properties. For example, Pastry uses mea-
surement tools such as traceroute for hop count or ping for RTT [42], and BitTorrent uses
Vivaldi to infer RTTs [98]. Here, we are interested in knowing whether our MF-based in-
ference schemes can serve as the outside program in Pastry and BitTorrent5 and the impact
of the rating granularity on their performance. To simplify the evaluation, we only employ
5Note that investigating how MF-based inference can actually be incorporated in the Pastry and BitTorrent
protocols is beyond the scope of this chapter. However, [32, 33] showed that MF can be implemented in
a fully decentralized manner, with the same architecture as Vivaldi [26] which has been incorporated in
BitTorrent [98]. This indicates that our MF-based inference schemes can be seamlessly used in BitTorrent,
with no extra overhead required. We refer the interested readers to [32,33] for the details of the decentralized
architecture and implementations of our MF-based inference schemes.
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RMF in this section due to its accuracy and simplicity which facilitates its deployment in
P2P applications.
4.5.1 Pastry
Pastry is a classic structured overlay network for the implementation of a DHT where the
key-value pairs are stored in a P2P network in an organized manner so that queries can be
achieved within O(logn) hops of routing, where n is the number of nodes. Here, we drop
the description but refer the interested readers to [42] for the construction and routing algo-
rithms of Pastry. We mention that Pastry determines the best routes by using the proximity
knowledge.
In the simulations, we predicted ratings using RMF on the same datasets and with the
same configuration as described in Section 4.4.5, except that we varied the rating levels
from R = 2, R = 22,..., to R = 28, instead of R = 5 in the previous sections. For comparison,
we also ran RMF to predict values of path properties, which is the most fine-grained mea-
sure. We then built the routing tables in Pastry using respectively no proximity knowledge,
inferred ratings, inferred values, as well as the true measurements in the original datasets.
We refer to Pastry using no proximity knowledge as R = 0 and using inferred values as
R = ∞. Pastry using true measurements is the ideal case where the best routes can be found
at the cost of O(n2) active measurements. In the implementation of Pastry, considering that
there are at most 2500 nodes in our datasets, the node Id space is N = 214. Other parameters
are: the base is B = 2, the leaf set size is L = 2B, the neighbor set size is M = 2B+1, and the
routing table size is T = (logL N,L−1) = (7,3).
After construction, we simulated 100,000 lookup messages, i.e. queries, which were
routed from randomly chosen nodes with randomly chosen keys. Then, we compared the
routing performance of Pastry under R = {0,21, . . . ,28,∞} respectively with that of using
true measurements. We measured the routing performance as the average of a routing met-
ric, RTT for Harvard and Meridian and ABW for HP-S3, of each query and calculated the
ratio between the different cases of R and the ideal case of using true measurements, called
stretch. As Pastry can find the best routes when using true measurements, stretch for the
routing performance is greater than 1 for RTT and smaller than 1 for ABW. The closer it is
to 1, the better.
Figure 4.4 shows the stretches of both the routing performance and the hop count. We
make the following observations. First, the stretch of the hop count is very close to 1,
which is expected because Pastry always produces routes of O(logn) hops, with or without
using the proximity knowledge. Second, also as expected, the routing performance of using
inferred knowledge is worse than that of using true measurements, but is better than using
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no knowledge at all (R = 0), even for the case of R = 2 which leads to the most coarse-
grained ratings. This shows that network inference of ratings is accurate enough to be
used in Pastry. Third, increasing R after R reaches 23 or 24 cannot further improve the
routing performance of Pastry. This shows that rating with finer granularities is not always
beneficial for applications, let alone the extra costs due to more fine-grained measurements.
Last, the routing performance of using inferred values (R = ∞) is a little worse than that
of using inferred ratings with R = 24. This seems to suggest that the inference of property
values was affected by measurement outliers, which further degraded the performance of














































































Figure 4.4: Stretch of the routing performance of Pastry, defined as the ratio between the
routing metric of Pastry using inferred ratings and of Pastry using true measure-
ments. Note that R = 0 means that no proximity knowledge is used, and R = ∞
means that inferred values are used.
4.5.2 BitTorrent
BitTorrent is perhaps the most popular unstructured overlay network and is widely used
for file sharing [35]. The protocol adopts a random peer selection procedure which causes
large inter-domain traffic and degrades application performance. It is well known that these
issues can be overcome by intelligent peer selection with the use of the proximity knowledge
[41, 81, 82].
In the simulations, we inferred ratings and values of path properties using RMF as de-
scribed in the above section. Then, we constructed overlay networks in BitTorrent with a
standard scheme whereby a tracker node randomly proposes to each peer 50 peers in the
network, among which 32 are selected. Ideally, we would like to connect each peer with
those best performing peers, i.e. shortest for RTT and widest for ABW. However, such best
peer selection strategy leads to the problem of reachability that some nodes are not reach-

























































Figure 4.5: Performance of peer selection for BitTorrent, calculated as the average link per-
formance between each pair of selected peers. Note that “true” means that true
measurements are used.
able by some other nodes6. Our simulations showed that there could be 10%∼ 15% of the
end-to-end obstructed paths. To overcome this problem, we came up with a mixed strategy
whereby p% of the peers execute best peer selection and the other ones execute random
peer selection, referred to as best p% peer selection7. We tested p = {100,90,50,0}, with
p = 100 being essentially the strategy of best peer selection and p = 0 being random peer
selection. Note that the reachability problem is already avoided when p = 90.
We measured the performance of peer selection by the average performance of the links
between each pair of peers selected by the peer selection procedure, shown in Figure 4.5.
It can be seen that the performance of peer selection improves as more nodes execute the
strategy of best peer selection. This shows that we can reduce download time or avoid
congestions in BitTorrent by exploiting inferred ratings of RTT or ABW. It can also be seen
that, while R = 24 or 25 appear to be optimal, which is similar to Pastry, the granularity
seems to have less impact on BitTorrent. This is probably due to the protocol that requires
each peer to select 32 peers out of 50 candidates, thus leaving us with limited choices for
peer selection. Note that BitTorrent is particularly concerned with the performance of peer
selection, because chunks of files are frequently exchanged between direct neighbors.
6In an overlay network, the links between nodes are directed. For example, there may be a link from A to
B, because A chooses B as its neighbor. However, there may not be a link from B to A, because B may
not choose A as its neighbor. Thus, the problem of reachability doesn’t mean that the overlay network is
disconnected. Instead, it means that some end-to-end paths are obstructed and that packets can only be
routed in one direction between some end nodes.
7An alternative strategy for best p% peer selection is to let each node select p% best peers and (100− p)%
random peers. We tested both strategies and found that they achieved statistically similar results.
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4.5.3 Remarks
Our case study is encouraging, showing that inferred ratings are accurate enough to be ben-
eficial to applications such as Pastry and BitTorrent. Empirically, a coarse granularity of
R = 24 appears to be satisfactory for our datasets, which is acceptable for RTT whose mea-
surement is cheap. However, for ABW, the improvement by increasing R from 23 to 24
comes at the cost of more probe flows and thus more overheads, which may not be consid-
ered worthy. In practice, the choice of R has to take into account not only the performance
of applications but also the measurement budget.
We measured the inference accuracy by RMSE which reflects the overall accuracy of the
prediction for each path. Such metric is more meaningful for applications where the infer-
ence accuracy of every path is equally important. For the task of intelligent peer selection
where it is only important to ensure that the selected paths have a high rating, it may not be
worth pushing the metric of RMSE to the limit. This insight shows that a prediction system
should be evaluated from the applications’ point of view, which highlights the importance
of carrying out case studies on real applications.
Note that the case study focused on the impact of the accuracy of rating inference and
the impact of the granularity in rating-based network measurement. Thus, we performed
no comparison with other inference approaches, as none can deal with ratings of different
path properties. For example, Vivaldi [26] infers RTT values by Euclidean embedding and
was already shown to be less accurate than our MF-based approach when using the same
amount of RTT measurements [33]. Tomography-based approaches [27–29] do not work
on non-additive properties such as ABW and require the routing information of the network
which is not available in our scenarios. In contrast, our MF-based approach is flexible in
dealing with both additive and non-additive properties and in dealing with both property
values and ratings of different levels, which is a unique feature that distinguishes it from all
previous approaches.
4.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents a novel concept of rating network paths, instead of measuring values
of path properties, and investigates the inference of ratings by solutions designed for rec-
ommender systems, particularly by a class of matrix factorization techniques, which were
found to work well. The case study on locality-aware overlay construction and routing
highlights the usability of rating-based network measurement and inference by Internet ap-
plications. These studies reveal the advantages of ratings: they are informative, have low
measurement cost and are easy to process in applications.
Chapter5
Conclusion
This thesis demonstrate that novel data interpolation methods can make original expensive
and, even, unobtainable data collection tasks become affordable and feasible. Three specific
problems are considered.
We revisit the AS path inference problem from the complex network perspective. A
brand new constraint is proposed based on the fact the AS paths respect the underlying
geometric structure of the Internet. Resulting two new AS path inference algorithms, Hy-
perPath and Valley-free HyperPath, have O(K) complexity to infer certain end-to-end AS
path and can run locally. Intensive evaluation on the ground truth AS paths shows that
HyperPath method can not only outperform no policy method, it can be superior to AS
relationships based method by being blind to the AS relationships information. The Valley-
free HyperPath method outperforms both AS relationships based method and KnownPath
method. Moreover, two new algorithms are immune to the fail-to-detect problem, by which
the benchmark methods are always haunted. We also simulate BitTorrent P2P applications
to show the potential of our methods on inter-domain Internet traffic reduction.
We proposed a new CS-based approach for environment reconstruction problem in
WSN. By exploiting the sparsity in spatio-temporal difference and introducing additional
informative “observations” with probabilistic model, the proposed PMEST-CS method can
achieve superior performance than the state of the art methods. We also proposed a new
learning algorithm which can efficiently learn probabilistic model from highly incomplete
data. Experimental results corroborate PMEST-CS method is very efficient and can achieve
significant reconstruction quality gain over the state of the art CS-based methods.
We presents a novel concept of rating network paths, instead of measuring values of path
properties, and investigates the inference of ratings by solutions designed for recommender
systems, particularly by a class of matrix factorization techniques, which were found to
work well. The case study on locality-aware overlay construction and routing highlights
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the usability of rating-based network measurement and inference by Internet applications.
These studies reveal the advantages of ratings: they are informative, have low measurement
cost and are easy to process in applications.
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